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Dedication

This work is dedicated to all the victims and descendants of the cities of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, 
Japan. 
The body can be destroyed but never the soul. For this is immortal.

If the brilliant minds used 5% their ability to constructive ideas for the benefit of their similar, there 
would be no misery or starvation on the planet. 

On July 27, last week, came the inspiration to make a protocol, where it would occupy a maximum 
of 5 pages. However, while I  was writting, were emerging important informations, that should be 
mentioned, as for example the whole process of reincarnation and disembodiment. Every day, the 
pages were multiplying, until they became a small book. 

This humble work is a heritage of all mankind. It can be copied and distributed without the need for 
authorization. However, I confess that the readers will find many misspellings. 
But, because of the urgency of the moment, there is not time for corrections.
However, the important thing is the essence, the idea that I will try to express. I hope you 
understand me.

One day the hatred and rancor will disappear from the planet Earth. Only peace, love and tolerance 
is gonna be mutual feelings among the Terrans. May God bless this day.

Aparecida Teodoro

Kiel, Germany August 3, 2016 
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I . Introduction

Their Excellencies,
ladies and gentlemen

formerly scientists believed that everything in the universe was governed by chaos. Everything 
happened by chance. According to scientists, the universe was created through the Big Bang. So 
they got anchored in this theory, without questioning what was before that.
As mannkind began to develop himself intellectually and equipment became more sophisticated, it 
was discovered that, the universe is rulled by specially laws, where everything is in a perfect 
harmony. 

Scientists estimate planet Earth is home to 8.7 million species. If the chemical composition of the 
air we breathe would be changed 1%, it would not be possible the way of life we know.   
For a long time it was believed that the universe was governed by gravitation, till they discovered 
not long time ago the Dark Matter and Dark Energy. So, everything is ruling by a specially force, 
still unknown. Some call it as God. However, this energy is not God, only His force.
And we are not the only ones beings, which is part of this universe or the most beautiful, either the 
most advanced and we are also not the latest .. 

According to NASA, just in the Milky Way galaxy, it is estimated about 200 billion stars. But I do 
not want to extend myself in cosmology, because am sure you got the best scientist team.  Only one 
thing I can guarantee, putting myself in a better position: The universe is full of beings.  

This fact was revealed in France in the 19th century, when the renowned professor Allan Kardec 
published the Book of Spirits in 1857.
In this book contains many informations about the spiritual life and the plurality of inhabited 
worlds.
As science evolves, many of the facts cited here has been confirmed, including these two energies, 
which in the book is known as "the Universal fluid"

However, science still has not developed an equipment to see what lurks inside the dark matter. 
Maybe it would be good idea to your scientists try to create a visual equipment able to see what the 
eyes do not see, discovering the universes behind the dark matter, which would benefit the planet 
and facilitate contact with other beings. 
On the other hand, what would be the benefit to contact with ET´s,  if we are not able to live in 
peace with our own neighbors? 

There is a quote of Charles Darwin  that suits very well here: “It Is Not the Strongest of the 
Species that Survives But the Most Adaptable”

In my Brazilian country, the August month is considered a month of bad luck. If we analyze the 
historical facts, really it has not brought much luck to the world.
In a beautiful morning on the day of August 06, the world witnessed one of the darkest and decisive 
moments of the 20th century: The explosion of a nuclear bomb on Hiroshima, Japan. Soon after, on 
09 it launched another one on Nagasaki. 
Shortly after the atomic bombs were exploded over Hiroshima and Nagasaki,  Albert Einstein  made
this statement: "The time has come now, when man must give up war. It is no longer rational to
solve international problems by resorting to war. Now that an atomic bomb, such as the 
bombs exploded at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, can destroy a city, kill all the people in a city, a 



small city the size of Minneapolis, say, we can see that we must now make use of man's powers
of reason, in order to settle disputes between nations.”

But people didn´t want to hear him.  The first detonation of the hydrogen bomb in the Soviet Union,
happened on August 12, 1961. One year after the first being tested in the United States. 
Hans Albrecht Bethe (1906-2005) was one of those responsible for description of how nuclear 
fusion could produce the energy that makes the stars shine. This theory was published in his article 
"Energy Production in Stars", published in 1939, showing in detail how four protons could be 
united and transformed into a helium nucleus.
Irony or not, the man who helped to build a weapon that can wipe out all humanity, received the 
Nobel Prize in 1967. 

August 29 is the International Day to Combat Nuclear Tests.

Never the planet underwent a so sensitive phase, only approaching to the year 1933, with a 
difference that at that time there was only one Hitler and the warlike arsenal was not as 
sophisticated as today.  
The spiritual world is concerned about the lack of dialogues between the nations. 

For this reason we have come to you, to ask for peace on the planet, helping the political leaders for 
more dialogue with their neighbors, thus avoiding unnecessary conflicts, reaching more quickly the 
peace of the planet Earth. 

For that, I did a little report to explain about extraterrestrials and relations with the atomic bomb, 
scientific proof of the soul, as well as what the Spirits have to teach to humanity.
 
Certainly, many will ignore this report am sending, deleting this email. However, this will be a 
fatal mistake, because shall come a time when you will need it.
For this reason, we recommend your excellencies to study carefully, analyzing and proving all 
the facts. 

Our time is ticking! It's time for peace and tolerance. If we can connect trough the internet, also we 
can give our hands, as adult and civilized people, to our neighboors. This is my last email and you 
will not hear more about me. But in case you need my help in the peace dialogues, I will be at the 
disposal of your Excellencies. At any time.

Following I will mention some data that can be analyzed by yours best geologists and astronomers. 
In addition, I am sending two books so it can be tested and confirmed, especially in relation of the 
dark matter and dark energy. 

The largest Brazilian medium of all time, Francisco Xavier (1911-2002) made some alarming 
predictions, but that may change if the great powers are able to dialogue.
To know more about him, please take a look here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chico_Xavier

There is no more time to pray. It's time to talk. It's time to reach a peace agreement. 

Here is a documentary of the prediction made by him for the 2019 deadline (subtitled in other 
languages): https://youtu.be/4JxukHvGVzE 

https://youtu.be/4JxukHvGVzE


II . Nuclear Weapons - Damage for the Soul
– The Reincarnation process

According to various spiritualist doctrines,  like Hindhuism, Buddhism and Spiritism, our body is 
composed of matter (flesh), perispirit (astral body) and spirit (soul).

When we die, our perispirit leaves the corpse and continued on his way. This perispirit is composed 
of dark matter. In the case of a nuclear explosion, it is damaged, or burned, because it employs 
fusion of isotopes of hydrogen, because is the same  material as Dark Energy.
The temperature in the core of the explosion of an atomic bomb reaches millions of degrees Celsius 
and makes people literally sublimate (pass from solid to gas) in milliseconds.

The destructive power of an atomic bomb is unquestionable and its actions of destruction occurs in 
a few seconds. But the consequences can last several years.
In addition to the atomic bomb, there is also the hydrogen bomb, with the power to further 
destruction, equivalent to several atomic bombs. 

The hydrogen bomb does not use nuclear fission, but, nuclear fusion, and its power of destruction is
equivalent to tens or even hundreds of atomic bombs, producing a lot of energy and temperatures of
millions of degrees Celsius. 
In the Sun, like most stars, the hydrogen atom is the most abundant. Solar energy, ie energy from 
the Sun is originally from nuclear fusion reactions, hydrogen atoms forming helium atoms. 
Nuclear fusion which is released in the hydrogen bomb, not only occurs in the Sun and most stars, 
but is the same component of DARK ENERGY. 

Everything in the universe. Is Energy. An explosion of a supernova for thousands of light years 
away can affect the planet earth. Now, if a nuclear war occurs, modify the Earth's axis and will 
affect the entire solar system.

Dear ladies and gentlemen, can you understand what this means? If not, please read with attention 
the report that we prepared. 

Experts in ufology say that, after the explosion of the atomic bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
there was a considerable increase in the number of sightings of UFOs around the world.
Just over two decades later, the Brazilian medium Francisco Xavier confided to his closest 
companions, on the occasion of the arrival of man on the moon on July 20, 1969, there was a 
meeting with the heavenly powers in our solar system, in which Jesus Christ is the ruler of the 
planet Earth, to check an advancement of earthly society. They decided to give humanity a period of
50 years, for her to evolved morally and live together peaceably, without causing a third world war. 

All this concern was given the harmful influence on the Earth. If men are able to live in peace until 
the deadline of July 20, 2019, humanity would be entering a new era of existence and magnificent 
effects may observed everywhere. Even our brothers from other planets would be allowed to 
present, public and officially, to the inhabitants of the globe 

 The reporter Robin Seemangal focuses on NASA and advocacy for space exploration.  In an 



interview with the astronomer Edgar Mitchell, he said that aliens tried to save America from 
nuclear war.  
Here is part of the interview:
„Well I think it’s out there in the public. Circumstances were of course, that the Roswell incident 
was a post World War II event. We were doing nuclear testing over in the White Sands proving 
ground which was right across the mountain from Roswell and the Roswell Air Field was a military 
base supporting that. So it seems that most likely what the aliens were interested in was the fact we 
had a weapons testing facility at the White Sands Proving Ground and were also interested in what 
we were doing or what the U.S. military was doing. „

To read more, please take a look here: http://observer.com/2015/08/edgar-mitchell-apollo-14-
astronaut-speaks-out-on-roswell-the-existence-of-aliens/

III:  General elements of the Universe

- KNOWLEDGE OF THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF THINGS
- SPIRIT AND MATTER - 3. PROPERTIES OF MATTER
- UNIVERSAL SPACE.

–
Spirit and Matter

22. Matter is generally defined as being "that which has extension," "that which can make an
impression upon our senses," "that which possesses impenetrability." Are these definitions
correct?
"From your point of view they are correct, because you can only define in accordance with
what you know. But matter exists in states which are unknown to you. it may be, for instance,
so ethereal and subtle as to make no impression upon your senses; and yet it is still matter,
although it would not be such for you."

– What definition can you give of matter?

"Matter is the element which enchains spirit, the instrument which serves it, and upon which,
at the same time, it exerts its action."
From this point of view it may be said that matter is the agent, the intermediary, through which, and
upon which, spirit acts.

23. What is spirit?
"The intelligent principle of the universe."

- What is the essential nature of spirit?
"It is not possible to explain the nature of spirit in your language. For you it is not a thing,
because it is not palpable; but for us it is a thing."

24. Is spirit synonymous with intelligence?
"Intelligence is an essential attribute of spirit, but both merge in a unitary principle, so that,
for you, they may be said to be the same thing."

http://observer.com/2015/08/edgar-mitchell-apollo-14-astronaut-speaks-out-on-roswell-the-existence-of-aliens/
http://observer.com/2015/08/edgar-mitchell-apollo-14-astronaut-speaks-out-on-roswell-the-existence-of-aliens/


25. Is spirit independent of matter, or is it only one of the pro properties of matter, as colours
are a property of light, and as sound is a property of the air?
"Spirit and matter are distinct from one another; but the union of spirit and matter is
necessary to give intelligent activity to matter."

- Is this union equally necessary to the manifestation of spirit? (We refer, in this question, to
the principle of intelligence, abstractly considered, without reference to the individualities
designated by that term.)

"It is necessary for you, because you are not organised for perceiving spirit apart from matter.
Your senses are not formed for that order of perception."

26. Can spirit be conceived of without matter, and matter without spirit?
"Undoubtedly, as objects of thought."

27. There are, then, two general elements of the universe matter and spirit?"
"Yes; and above them both is God, the Creator, Parent of all things. These three elements are
the principle of all that exists-the universal trinity. But to the material element must be added
the universal fluid which plays the part of intermediary between spirit and matter, the nature
of the latter being too gross for spirit to be able to act directly upon it. Although, from another
point of view, this fluid may be classed as forming part of the material element, it is, nevertheless, 
distinguished from that element by certain special properties of its own. If it could be classed 
simply and absolutely as matter, there would be no reason why spirit also should not be classed as 
matter. It is intermediary between spirit and matter. It is fluid, just as matter is matter, and is 
susceptible of being made, through its innumerable combinations with matter, under the directing 
action of spirit, to produce the infinite variety of things of which
you know as yet but a very small portion. This universal, primitive, or elementary fluid, being
the agent employed by spirit in acting upon matter is the principle without which matter
would remain for ever in a state of division, and would never acquire the properties given to
it by the state of ponderability."

-Is this fluid what we designate by the name of electricity?

"We have said that it is susceptible of innumerable combinations. What you call the electric
fluid, the magnetic fluid, etc., are modifications of the universal fluid, which, properly
speaking, is only matter of a more perfect and more subtle kind, and that may be considered as 
having an independent existence of its own."

28. Since spirit itself is something, would it not be more correct and clearer to designate
these two general elements by the terms inert matter and intelligent matter ?
"Questions of words are of little importance for us. It is for you to formulate your definitions in 
such a manner as to make yourselves intelligible to one another. Your disputes almost always arise 
from the want of a common agreement in the use of the words you employ, owing to the 
incompleteness of your language in regard to all that does not strike your senses."
One fact, patent to all observers, dominates all our hypotheses. We see matter which is not 
intelligent: we see the action of an intelligent principle independent of matter. The origin and 
connection of these two things are unknown to us. Whether they have, or have not. a common 
source. and points of contact pre-ordained in the nature of things. whether intelligence has an 
independent existence of its own. or is only a property or an effect, or even whether it is (as some 
assume it to be) an emanation of the Divinity, are points about which we know nothing. Matter and 
intelligence appear to us to be distinct; and we therefore speak of them as being two constituent 
elements of the universe. We see, above these, a higher intelligence which governs all things, and is 



distinguished from them all by essential attributes peculiar to itself; It is this Supreme Intelligence 
that we call God.

IV . Properties of Matter
29. Is density an essential attribute of matter?
"Yes, of matter as understood by you, but not of matter considered as the universal fluid. The
ethereal and subtle matter which forms this fluid is imponderable for you, and yet it is none
the less the principle of your ponderable matter."
Density is a relative property. Beyond the sphere of attraction of the various globes of the universe, 
there is no such thing as "weight," just as there Is neither "up" nor "down."

30. Is matter formed of one element or of several elements?
"Of one primitive element. The bodies which you regard as simple are not really elementary;
they are transformations of the primitive matter."

31. Whence come the different properties of matter?
"From the modifications undergone by the elementary molecules, as the result of their union
and of the action of certain conditions."

32. According to this view of the subject, savours, odours, colours, sounds, the poisonous or
salutary qualities of bodies, are only the result of modifications of one and the same primitive 
substance?
"Yes, undoubtedly; and that only exist in virtue of the disposition of the organs destined to
perceive them."
This principle Is proved by the fact that the qualities of bodies are not perceived by all persons In 
the same manner. The same thing appears agreeable to the taste of one person, and disagreeable to 
that of another. what appears blue to one person appears red to another. That which is a poison for 
some, is wholesome for others.

33. Is the same elementary matter susceptible of undergoing all possible modifications and of
acquiring all possible qualities.'
"Yes; and it is, this fact which is implied in the saying that everything is in everything."¹
Oxygen, hydrogen, azote, carbon, and all the other bodies which we regard as simple, are only
modifications of one primitive substance. But the impossibility, in which we have hitherto 
found ourselves, of arriving at this primitive matter otherwise than as an intellectual 
deduction, causes these bodies to appear to us to be really elementary and we may, therefore, 
without Impropriety, continue for the present to regard them as such.

- Does not this theory appear to bear out the opinion of those who admit only two essential
properties in matter, viz., force and movement, and who regard all the other Properties of
matter as being merely secondary effects of these, varying according to the intensity of the
force and the direction of the movement?
"That opinion is correct. But you must also add, according to the mode of molecular
arrangement; as you see exemplified, for instance, in an opaque body, that may become
transparent, and vice versa."

34. Have the molecules of matter a determinate form?'
"Those molecules undoubtedly have a form, but one which is not appreciable by your organs."
- Is that form constant or variable?
"Constant for the primitive elementary molecules, but variable for the secondary molecules,



which are themselves only agglomerations of the primary ones; for what you term a molecule
is still very far from being the elementary molecule.

Universal Space
35. Is universal space infinite or limited?

"Infinite. Suppose the existence of boundaries, what would there be beyond them ? This 
consideration confounds human reason; and nevertheless your reason itself tells you that it
cannot be otherwise. It is thus with the idea of infinity, under whatever aspect you consider it.
The idea of infinity cannot be comprehended in your narrow sphere."
If we imagine a limit to space, no matter how far off our thought may place this limit, our reason 
tells us that there must still be something beyond It and so on, step by step, until we arrive at the 
idea of infinity; for the "something beyond," the existence of which is recognised by our thought as 
necessity, were it only an absolute void, would still be space.

36. Does an absolute void exist in any part of space?
"No there is no void. What appears like a void to you is occupied by matter in a state in which
it escapes the action of your senses and of your instruments."

V: Aim of Incarnation

132. What is the aim of the incarnation of spirits.?
"It is a necessity imposed on them by God, as the means of attaining perfection. For some of 
them it is an expiation; for others, a mission. In order to attain perfection, it is necessary for 
them to undergo all the vicissitudes of corporeal existence. It is the experience acquired by 
expiation that constitutes its usefulness. Incarnation has also another aim-viz., that of fitting 
the spirit to perform his share in the work of creation; for which purpose he is made to 
assume a corporeal apparatus in harmony with the material state of each world into which he 
is sent, and by means of which he is enabled to accomplish the special work, in connection 
with that world which has been appointed to him by the divine ordering. He is thus made to 
contribute his quota towards the general weal, while achieving his own advancement."

133. Is incarnation necessary for the spirits who, from the beginning, have followed the 
right road?
"All are created simple and ignorant; they gain instruction in the struggles and 
tribulations of corporeal life. God, being just, could not make some of them happy, 
without trouble and
withotlt exertion, and consequently without merit."
- But it so, 'what do spirits gain by' having followed the right road, since they' are not 
thereby exempted from the pains of corporeal life? "They arrive more quickly at the 
goal. And besides, the sufferings of life are often a consequence of the imperfection of 
the spirit; therefore, the fewer his imperfections, the less will be his sufferings. He who 
is neither envious, jealous, avaricious, nor ambitious, will not have to undergo the 
torments which are a consequence of those defects."



V . 1 . The Soul

134. What is the soul?
"An incarnate spirit."
- What was the soul before its union with a body?
"A spirit."
- Souls and spirits are, then, the very same thing?
"Yes; souls are only spirits. Before uniting itself with a body, the soul is one of the 
intelligent beings who people the invisible world, and who temporarily assume a fleshly
body in order to effect their purification and enlightenment."
135. Is there in man anything else than a soul and a body?'
"There is the link which unites the soul and the body."
- What is tile nature of that link?
"It is semi-material-that is to say, of a nature intermediate between soul and body, as it 
must necessarily be. in order that they may be enabled to communicate with each other. 
It is by means of this link that the spirit acts upon matter, and that matter acts 
reciprocally upon the spirit." 

Form and Ubiquity of Spirits
88. Have souls a determinate, circumscribed, and unvarying form?
"Not for eyes such as yours; but, for us, they have a form though one only to be vaguely
imagined by you as a flame a gleam, or an ethereal spark."
-Is this flame or spark of any colour?
"If you could see it, it would appear to you to vary from a dull grey to the brilliancy of the
ruby, according to the degree of the spirit's purity."
Genie are usually represented with a flame or a star above their foreheads-a sort of allegorical 
allusion to
the essential nature of spirits. The flame or star is placed upon the head because the head is the seat 
of
intelligence
.
89 Do spirits employ any time in transporting
themselves through space?
"Yes; but their motion is as rapid as that of thought."
-Is not thought the movement of the soul itself, a transportation of the soul itself to the place
or the object thought of by it?
"Wherever the thought is, there the soul is, since it is the soul that thinks. Thought is an
attribute."
90. When a spirit travels from one place to another. is he conscious of the distance he
traverses and of the extent of space through which he passes; or is he suddenly transported to
the place to which he wishes to go?
"A spirit can travel in either way. He can, if he will, take cognisance of the distance he passes
through, or he can rid himself entirely of the sense of distance. This depends on the spirit's
will, and also on his degree of purity."
91. Does matter constitute an obstacle to the movement of a spirit?
"No; spirits pass through everything; the air, the earth, water, fire even, are equally accessible
to them."
92. Have spirits the gift of ubiquity? In other words, can a spirit divide itself, or exist at
several points of space at the same time
"There can be no division of any given spirit; but every spirit is a centre which radiates in all



directions, and it is thus that a spirit may appear to be in several places at once. The sun is
only one body, yet it radiates in all directions, and sends out its rays to great distances; but it
is not divided."

85. Which of the two, the spirit-world or the corporeal world, is the principal one in the
order of the universe?
"The spirit-world. It is pre-existent to, and survives, every-thing else."

86. Might the corporeal world never have existed, or cease to exist, without changing the 
essentiality of the spirit-world?
"Yes; they are independent of each other, and yet their correlation is incessant, for they react 
incessantly upon each other."

82. Is it correct to say that spirits are immaterial?
"How is it possible to define a thing in regard to which no terms of comparison exist, and which 
your language is incompetent to express? Can one who is born blind define light ?
'Immaterial' is not the right word; 'incorporeal' would be nearer the truth, for you must understand 
that a spirit, being a creation, must be something real. Spirit is quintessentialised matter¹, but matter 
existing in a state which has no analogue within the circle of your comprehension, and so ethereal 
that it could not be perceived by your senses."
We say that spirits are immaterial, because their essence differs from everything that we know 
under the
name of "matter." A nation of blind people would have no terms for expressing light and its effects. 
One
who is born blind imagines that the only modes of perception are hearing, smell, taste, and touch: he
does
not comprehend the other ideas that would be given him by the sense of sight which he lacks. So, in
regard to the essence of superhuman beings, we are really blind. We can only define them by means
of
comparisons that are necessarily imperfect or by an effort of our imagination.

The Spirit´s book, Allan Kardec 

V.2.  Perispirit 
The importance of the perispirit in the reincarnation process:
As we had mentioned earlier, the perispirit is semi-material, for this reason, many people who 
have psychic abilities, can see the "ghost" of a dead person. The perispirit is what connects 
the soul (spirit) with the material body. If there were not this perispirit, would not be possible 
to identify the spirit (soul), being like some books describe, "a ball of light" or a fireball, 
"without specifying form. 

The human nature is essentially spiritual. For his development, he is asked to be reincarnated in 
material bodies, to achieve a high moral state and not have more need to go through the meat, not 
be in missions, as was the case of Buddha, Laotse, Pythagoras, Gandhi and other great masters.

This means that, in the long period of their evolutionary history, the spirit lives at the same time in 



two existential plans because, immersed in the physical dimension, interact with the spirit world, 
and disembodied (after the dead body), he connects and interacts continuously and closely to the 
material world, especially through the thought.
It is understandable then that in fact, there is an inter-existence, which is through the Perispirit 
becomes possible this interlinking. The Perispirit is, par excellence, the interexistencial link. It is the
mirror of the soul and mainstay of the body. 

Its knowledge is already contributing to many scientific research here in Europe and the United 
States, where many illustrious people of physics has opened a field for religion - deeply and pure, 
free from dogmas.

V.3. Science Research: Perispirit and Reincarnation
Author: Zalmino Zimmermann Book Perispirit 
Published by Brazilian publisher CEAK in the year 2000 

The role of the perispirit (astral body) in the reincarnation process is fundamental.
Indeed, the psychosoma, with its properties and functions, commands the ontogenic development 
already from the initial moments when, after the biological shock caused by the rupture of the film 
that surrounds the egg, the sperm (fertilization), reaches the male element to center of the female 
cell, welding them pronuclei (design, itself) in a matrix structure and triggering thus embryogenic 
process.
It is understood that this is the moment of conception, which occurs normally, the connection of the 
spiritual body to the embryonic structure, which then starts to develop under the power lines 
designed for that. 

The soul-body union begins at conception, but is full complete at birth.
When the spirit has to incarnate in a human body in the process of formation, one fíuídium loop, 
which is nothing more than an expansion of its perispirit, connects it to the germ that
attracted by an irresistible force from the moment of conception. (...) Under the influence of 
victory-material germ principle, the perispirit, which has certain properties of matter, joins, 
molecule by molecule, the body in training, where the power to say that the Spirit through his 
perispirit, is rooted in a sense, this germ, like a plant on earth. When the embryo reaches its full 
development, enrao the union is complete; the being born then, for life. 

Each Spirit is a universe with its own history, to attract resources and possibilities that contributes to
his unique evolutionary necessity. However, some Spiritual Authors, seeking help us in 
understanding the subject of such importance magna, bring us reports that may well be accepted as 
paradigms, although not comprehensive of most situations.
(1) - Preliminary study of karmic situation of reincarnating the "Spirits Constructors" spiritual 
masters to whom Genetics no longer secretive. 

On this occasion, are examined with the "graph referring to the physical body," the reincarnating 
receive in the future, chromosome maps that depict the potential of progenitors, capable of 
receiving the "magnetic resources for the organization of hereditary properties," the mental situation
the existing affective mood among prospective parents, the genotypic and phenotypic conditions for
predisposing (never determinants), and other highly complex analysis of elements, to say to the 
spiritual future of reincarnating, since, for example, projects a recovery karmic through forgiveness 
and suffering, to the possible fulfillment of missions that will help increase their knowledge and 



sensitivity. 

Established the general plans for programmed reincarnation - which, according to the merits of 
reincarnating, he can count on the support not only of an individual guard (called spiritual guide, 
angel), assigned to accompany him closely in first seven years, along a number of other Spiritual 
Friends. For this is common children say they have invisible friends. They tell the truth, however, 
adducts do not believe. 

(2) - spiritual prepared, it passes under the influence of higher commands to work in mentation of 
future fetal form in order to facilitate the reduction process perispirític que shall follow at the same 
time as it renders the direct fluidic connection with the future parents, or, if applicable, with the 
mother.
And as intensifies such an approach, the reincarnating being "will lose the points of contact with 
vehicles which has consolidated" in the spiritual dimension. "Such operation is necessary for the 
body to retake the perispiritual plasticity that is characteristic, even if the act imposes some 
suffering. 

(3) - Next step is referred to the work of reducing the perispirit, properly executed by the so called 
Spirits Constructors.
This is the most important procedure, supported one of the main properties of the spiritual body, 
which is the plasticity, cited above. It varies from case to case, according to the evolution of the 
reincarnating. Thus, to a highly developed spirit, just his own will, in the process of self-induction, 
to reach a certain state of perispirítica reduction to others - and make up the majority - the 
intervention of Constructors appears indispensable, acting directly on the psychosoma of 
reincarnating in order to reduce that. 

So, together with the generator matrix of maternal sanctuary, the perispirit is influenced by strong 
electromagnetic currents, as impose to automatic reduction. Constituted of basic chemical principles
similar to hydrogen, to express molecules through significantly spaced apart from each other when 
connected to the female genesic center experience significant shrinkage in the manner of trichomes 
of flesh under high power electrical load. It is observed, then the volume reduction of the fine 
vehicle by decreasing the inter-molecular spaces.
Every matter that does not serve the fundamental work of remelting the form is returned to the 
ethereal plane, offering us the perispirit an aspect of attrition or greater fluidity. "  And in many 
cases being the reincarnating already reached a certain mental pattern, implemented by the Spiritual
Masters, the reductive work can be greatly facilitated by the position of reincarnating, that 
mentalizing-mindedly, the fetal form that awaits, can, even, consciously attend a good part of 
process.

(4) - After reaching the childhood, thanks to the reducing operation, more or less prolonged, the 
reincarnating being - almost always in a state of unconsciousness - becomes connected to the 
mother's perispirit while the protectors guides, responsible for the event accompany all moments of 
the complex process of fertilization, since from the selection between the two hundred million 
sperm into a run, the gamete that will reach the egg. All thoroughly.
By the way, note that the identification of the fittest sperm implies the definition of the elements 
that keep more attuned to the vibrations of the reincarnating being. 
The fittest Sperm is not necessarily the one with proportionally the best genetic material, but the 
potential that in affinity with the magnetism of the reincarnating, provide training and development 
of an organism that is conducive to the fulfillment of karmic project on the agenda.
Regarding this subject, by the way, it should be noted that current research results already show 
convincingly that the eggs send "signals" that attract sperm, choosing them and guiding them to the 
fallopian tubes (fallopian tubes). 



The spiritualist thesis is thus confirmed in laboratories around the world: there is effectively a 
system of forces that is installed between the egg and sperm that by his qualities, makes him elected
to fertilization. These power lines express, ultimately, the perispiritual influence of the reincarnating
that through the egg, it is projected in the universe of gametes released with sexual union, attracting 
the element that most keeps tune with his vibrational tone, which can favor the formation of a 
healthy body, or, if appropriate, the occurrence of embryonic malformations, congenital conditions 
or provisions related to pathologies more complex, all depending on the reincarnating conditions. 
Thus, the candidate will always attract the sperm with genetic load (electromagnetic) saying with 
his perispirítica reality, a fact that, in itself, moreover, in the case of directly assisted reincarnations, 
facilitates the work of spiritual leaders, tasked with untangling or activate the sperm for fertilization.

It is, therefore, that this is a very complex scheme, susceptible to be dominated, in its numerous 
psycho-biophysical meanders, only very advanced minds.
In fact, one can not lose sight of that, to begin with, each of the one hundred thousand genes, or 
more, that make up the human genome carries an energy charge and the chromosomal stretch marks
represent a sum of these loads, with magnetic peculiarities specific (own vibration). Also, the Spirit 
brings in its perispirit the vibrating mark of his mental state. 
In the reincarnation process, it seems, acting in the female cell through perispiritual contact, the 
reincarnating shall transmit the impulses that will result in sperm attraction, by vibratory affinity 
toward the construction of the zygote and the outbreak of embryogenesis, and sure, sometimes, as 
appropriate, this development is directly assisted by highly categorized spirits. 

(5) - Having overcome the biological shock that marks the entry and the subsequent accommodation
sperm into the egg, merge the masculine and feminine forces becoming, the spiritual eyes, in a "dim
spotlight."
Completed chromatin division service, carefully executed by the responsible spirits, the reduced 
form of renascent, the interpenetrating with breast perispirit is adjusted magnetically "on that 
microscopic globe of light, imbued with life," subjecting themselves, then the prolonged magnetic 
application, culminating in the perispirit connection of the reincarnating the new training. It begins 
then the influx of forces emanating from it and the ancient biological automatism that supports and 
promotes life, the process of cell division, with the rapid formation of categorized germinating 
vesicle.
Reportedly, it is especially critical the first twenty-one day development until the embryo can 
achieve its basic configuration. During this time, the reincarnating usually remains closely yoked to 
the maternal intimacy, feeding, with potential perispirítics of its own, the formation of the 
blastoderm brochures. 

Bringing with himself the sum of good reflexes and less good that carries, according to the harvest 
of merits and damages that sowed for himself in the soil of time, the Spirit incorporates the mold 
reduced the very being cells of the human equipment, associating the life itselfsince the germinal 
vesicle. 

Bolstered in the maternal lap, is structured his body by these cells which, in multiplying around the 
spiritual matrix, like iron filings on the magnet form, at first, the blastodermic flyers that are derived
from the intestinal tract, the nervous tube, the skin tissue, bones, muscles, vessels. Since the early 
stage of the instrument that will manifest itself in the world, the Spirit plasma in it the reflections of 
its own. " 

Thanks, therefore, the organizing role of the perispirit, the process is oriented towards the 
construction of a physical device that not only reflects the psychic reality of the reincarnating - with
all balances or dysfunctions that characterize the spiritual state - as serves as a tool - the best 



possible - so that, in a new existence, through process development and mental purification and 
awareness, then painful, get the benefit of his evolution, better harmonize with good and Life .- 
takes with trespasses the same paper blotting paper with ink. Writes them and absorbs them so that 
we can recover from the evils committed. 

As the embryo grows in the womb, the perispirit will gradually releasing its poisonous astral 
charge, which is transferred to the tender body training, to later appear the same disease in all its 
pernicious outbreak. In some cases, the incarnating drains too violently toxic contents of his 
perispirit to the new physical body, still in uterine life, with the result that, at birth, already presents 
with terrible injury, disease or congenital stigmata. In fact, the carnal body is the full materialization
of the perispirit the uterine matrix and plasma under the principle currently espoused by science, 
that the matter is condensed energy. 

Then the individual may be born with his body covered with incurable wounds, injured in the 
circulatory, nervous or lymphatic system, or sick of other vital organs of the body. 

The reincarnation process, with the conscious participation of the person concerned, refers, of 
courseto those cases of reincarnating, who have already achieved a better understanding of spiritual 
reality. But in fact, this is not common. Most returning to bodily existence in the sphere of the 
globe, is magnetized by the spiritual benefactors who organize new redemptive forms, and who 
receive such assistance are led to maternal temple of flesh as sleeping children. The initial work, 
which strictly competes in the organization of the fetus, happens to be carried out by the maternal 
mind and friends that help them from our spiritual plane. 

In any case, however, the Divine Mercy provides, in all situations, the higher spiritual supervision. 
"Fetal modeling and the development of the embryo obey the natural laws of physics, which is the 
organization of forms in other kingdoms of nature, but in all phenomena, the rising of spiritual 
cooperation coexist with the laws, according to the plans of evolution or redemption (Karma) - 
harrowing in the rescue of the most tragic blunders of the past, or even  inveterate suicide, who fled 
the tattered life under vehicles or desperate falls, charred by fire, poisoned by corrosive or destroyed
by firearms or by daggers. the Karmic Law then successfully lobbied the results of toxic themselves
and perispiritual injuries in revenge moments generated from the harmonic principles of human life.

As a result, those who have committed suicide in one incarnation and, in new act of rebellion, 
slaughtering up in grinding reincarnations, are picked up by the regulator scientism of Life and 
aggravate himself even more, their Dantesque situation. Karma ensnares them again and they return
to the physical world muzzled to own  flesh dungeon; often reborn moronic and fleeting breath of 
consciousness floating on the powerful instinct of animal life, which then takes care to prevent them
the psychical coordination to effect any new act of suicide. 

 It is known that each cell has his magnetic personality, representing the sum of the forces of its 
components.
The core, as to concentrate most of the DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the major plant life, 
gathering thousands of power cores, which are genes, each block forming an energy characteristics. 
Its importance is so important, as is known to represent not only the border, but also the bridge 
between the physical and spiritual dimensions.  In fact, as we have seen, it is understood that the 
perispirit of the reincarnating, soon after conception, is connected to the intimacy of the genetic 
network, going to influence - often under the top service - the very process of cell division.



This connection, which obviously happens at the atomic level, has attracted various types of 
explanation by the spiritualist authors. Jorge Andréa, for example, a researcher in this area suggests 
the possibility that it is the meson, the connecting link between matter and spirit, "the perispiritual 
rudiment of the atom”. However, know over two hundred particles composing the atomic nucleus 
(hadrons) - but not elementary, which comprise the dozens of varieties of quarks, these rather sub-
particles indivisible so far - mesons, in its various types, would present features allow the 
assumption that represent, in fact, the passage between the two dimensions of life.  "The mesons, of 
any quality, light or heavy, negative, positive or neutral charge," - writes the illustrious physician 
and spiritualist author - "have an unusual behavior in atomic nuclei show and hide all the time, 
showing the existence of. channels or connection points between our known material dimension and
the other one where thrive the closest to the perispirit layers. There would be there a point of union 
or passage between spirit and matter? " 

Interestingly, by the way, the march of physics toward "spiritualization." For example, is 
accentuated, increasingly, among scientists, the conviction that there is a nonphysical principle 
governing the atomic balance. The so-called tunneling phenomenon and serves the sample. When a 
positron, positive lepton (antimatter equated by Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac, already in 1932), 
destabilizes the atomic balance, causing, with its action on an electron, its escape, the rebalancing 
takes place by the action of mesons, which collect and recompose the energy projected by electron 
leakage - and vanish when spreading - neutralizing thus the corresponding proton

Evidently, therefore, the existence of a "wrapper agent" materialized underlying particle that already
Kardec termed in 1857 as perisprit. "The spiritual principle is present every phenomenon observed 
every equation derived, every new discovery," says Prof. Imbassahy, highlighting the theme of 
purpose, "the birth of scientific spiritualism just give in particle accelerators that make up a LEP 
(electron-proton lab).

Others attest to the hypothesis that neutrinos are the ones that best would keep relationship with the 
spiritual dimension. Standing inside and outside of the atom, possessing charge and not knowing for
sure where they come from (originate would in neutrons, the mesons and electrons), neutrinos, 
susceptible to weak interaction force, could also represent a link between matter and spirit. 

In this research line, in fact, several have been the thesis that arise, signed by reputable spiritualistic 
investigators. So the doctor and director of the Postgraduate Course Latu Sensu Psycho-bio-physics 
at the University of São Paulo, Sérgio Felipe de Oliveira, understanding the structure of the gene is 
unique, remember that it is a field of electromagnetic forces that binds the atoms together. "As a 
result, the Van der Waals force, ionic, covalent, the hidrogeniônicas bridges, are all patterns of force
to join an atom to another so that it is possible to construct the DNA molecule, but the command of 
these forces is the inside the atom, of the intra-atomic structure.
The vacuum structure of each atom, where obviously there is no matter, we find the perispirit. This 
type of structure is detected in the form of what physicists call quantum vacuum energy floating. It 
is the perispirit that is there. Then, an internal structure, the perispirit will be acting on DNA, 
inducing it to open or to close, as the comings command orders of the Spirit. 
Examining the nuclear force weak interaction, suggests Dr. OLIVEIRA that form a tunnel with the 
electromagnetic force.
The electroweak nuclear force, to be intra-atomic, would be more related "to the atomic universe 
vacuum", and electromagnetic forces, being interatomic, would be "on the outside". Among these 
forces would form a tunnel "that connects the inside with the outside, and the perisprit command 
orders come within", opening or closing of the handles DNA 
In short, he says that "there is an extra-nuclear electromagnetic grid, connected by a kind of tunnel 
with a mesh of intra-atomic forces, represented by the weak nuclear force, which, in turn, is 
connected with quantum fluctuating energy vacuum. in this atomic vacuum, there is a whole 



gravitons field that will make there be the aggregation of matter. in fact, this field of gravitons, that 
will give the lenticular characteristic for the molecule, allowing the materialization process. 
As you know, the Physical catalogs, as well as mechanical force related to the production work, the 
so-called forces of nature: the strong force of atomic bonding, electromagnetic, of weak interaction, 
dictating the internal balance of the atom, and the gravitational . 
If you look closely, the mother's womb is a materialization room. And there, in that dark room, 
which gives the transduction of 'invisible' material, for tangible, biological matter. " 
Such views, although not passing of hypotheses, attend, as undoubtedly as valuable and reputable 
scientific attempts to explain one of the most complex phenomena that we know of, which is the 
spiritual connection to the material and which, in fact , which effectively it is known is still very 
little. 
The time, of course, will bring some understanding of the process. For now, appreciating the efforts 
of seeking answers, both physically, as in spiritual but not losing sight of that knowledge in stages, 
and the whole construction to explain the unknown brings its
dangers, is mister accept the road of prudence, the fact that scientific advances will provide in due 
course, inevitably, the resources needed for a deeper and more accurate understanding of the 
dynamics perispiritual in all vital processes. 
This includes, of course, cases involving genetic manipulation of much interest today, as, for 
example, clonização processes, assisted fertilization ("IVF") and the freezing of embryos 
(cryogenic) in which, while its uniqueness, undergoing unerringly to the commands of divine 
Providence. 

VI . The physical quantum and inexistence of materialism 

Why nowadays the physical quantum has a so important participation in this process?

The quantum physics is different, as is the physics of possibilities. Quantum is a term used by Max 
Planck, one of the creators physical. * (He is German and was born in Kiel, the city where I 
currently reside, on 23 April 1858 and died on 4. Oktober 1947 in Göttingen.)

Quantum is a latin term meaning quantity. That is, the smaller amount of energy in the body, it calls 
quantum, which are smaller than the atom.

In atomic structure we have the nucleus, which is the atom and the edges, the electrons. Earlier it 
was believed that the atom was the smallest particle that formed all things. But we know that it is 
not. There subparticles, or subatomic particles, yet smaller than the infinitely atom. Precisely these 
smaller particles that atom, that are studied by quantum physics. However, these particles have very
different behaviors and these are very strange behavior. It has a researcher named Stuart Zamenhof 
that says the following: The universe is very strange. He seems to be governed by two laws: When 
we study things in our range of size and time, the laws of Isaac Newton work very well. Now, when
we study the things in the sub-atomic, these laws become useless. Then, it begins to work other 
laws " 

Many people claim to be materialistic.
Well, they have a faith and belief that are fantastic! Because they believe in something that is 
invisible and that nobody can touch.



The matter is invisible. If you grab a chair and put in a dark place, someone sees? No. She does not 
have its own light, it is invisible.
Another thing, if I grab an object, I'm not touching the object. You are also not sitting in chairs. 
Why?
As we study in school the particles, the particles of the same sign attract or repel each other? 
Repulse, right?
Well, if everything that exists are formed by atoms in the end we have an electron layer. We can not 
get to touch the nucleus of the atom. We touch (we pulled) the electrons.

If on my fingers has a pen, I approach the electron with electro, and form one repulsion. A repulsion
of electrons. We do not play in the matter. We just suffered a repulsion of electrons that exist in 
objects.
Why that? Because if we pull (join) matter with matter, and core to core a hug and a blast! That´s 
the atomic fusion" So, the materialists are more believers than us, spiritualists, because they believe 
things even more difficult, in things you can not touch and invisible things. We believe in spirits 
that communicate through mediums, psychics ...

Then, let´s take these particles, for example electrons. A single electron can appear in more than 300
places at once. Just think about it!
In the normal state, the electron is a wave. What is a wave? A perturbation in an environment.
Imagine a lake of calm waters. If you throw a rock at him, and waves are formed, you disturbed that
lake.

If you put the same electron to be observed, it is presented as a particle. And it appears in more than
300 places key simultaneously, that is, at the same time.

The interesting thing is that they do not follows a certain way, does not make the path from A to B, 
for example, but it can disappear and appear in A and B at the same time.
This has puzzled physicists researchers in the field of quantum physics.
So they are returning to the principles in the field of spirituality. This is the way we want to make 
some considerations in order to understand who we are.

The quantum mind or quantum consciousness
Dear readers, I did not bring an exact answer. In fact, I will bring more questions than answers, 
because I would like to share with you what is most modern today, in terms of informations for our 
learning.
I believe that these informations can provide support to practical things of everyday life.

VII : Dark Matter and Dark Energy

Until recently we believed that the matter ruled the earthly life and the universe.
The quantum, for me and many scientists, was a bizarre thing, difficult to understand, although it 
has revolutionized our modern world.
It’s like an orphan child, who are obliged by charity, adopt, but not knowing what to do with it.
And to worsen the situation, something happened a few years ago. Something even more bizarre 
that the quantum  particles: The dark matter and dark energy.
The belief of thousands of years fell completely, proving that the matter is only an illusion.What 
exists is the repellent of two energies. 

Arriving at this conclusion, nothing is more logical than to relearn how to think, reviewing old 



concepts.
Nothing is more logical than the classical medicine change their concepts, doctoring not only the 
body, but especially the soul, the generator of most of the diseases that manifest themselves in the 
matter.

Today science is proving that materialism that we see, occupies only 4.9% of our universe. 

The dark matter and dark energy were recently discovered by scientists in which they do not yet 
know what it is. Only that only 4.9% of matter we see today. What are the remaining 96%?
It was also discovered that the universe expands.
However, in the book of Spirits, published in 1857 and Genesis in the year 1868, Allan Kardec 
spoke about these elements, calling them as the cosmic fluid Universal and cited the expansion of 
the universe.

VIII . FLUIDS 
Genesis by Allan Kardec  CHAPTER XIV

I. NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS: Fluidic Elements – Formation and
Properties of the Perispirit – Action
of the Spirits upon the Fluids – Fluidic
Creations – Photograph of the Th
ought – Quality of the fluids.
I. Nature and Properties of Fluids
Fluidic Elements

1.
Science has furnished the key to those mi racles which proceed particularly from the material 
element, either by explaining them, or in demonstrating the impossibility of them by the laws which
rule matter. But the phenomena where the spiritual element is the preponderating force, not being 
explainable solely by the laws of matter, escape the
investigations of scientists. That is why they have more than other facts the apparent character of 
marvels. It is then only in the laws which rule spiritual life one can find the key for the miracles of 
this category.
2. The universal cosmic fluid is, as has been demonstrated, elementary primitive matter,
of which the modifications and transformations constitute the innumerable varieties of the
bodies of nature (Chap. X). So far as the elementary universal principle is concerned, it offers two 
distinct states; that of etherealization, or imponderability, that one can consider as the primitive and 
normal state, and that of materialization, or ponderability, which is in some sort only consecutive. 
The intermediary point is that of the transformation of the fluid into tangible matter; but there still is
no sudden transition, for one can consider our imponderable fluids as a boundary between the two 
states (chap. IV, from n° 10 on).
Each one of these two states gives place necessarily to special phenomena. To the
second belong those of the visible world, and to the first those of the invisible one. Those called 
material phenomena are, properly speaking, in the domain of science. The solution of the others, 
designated spiritual or psychical phenomena, because they are allied more especially to the 
existence of spirits, is among the prerogatives of Spiritism. But, as spiritual and material lifeare in 



incessant contact, the phenomena of these two orders are presented often simultaneously.
Man, in a state of incarnation, can have only the perception of the physical phenomena which are 
connected with the material life. Those which belong to the exclusive domain of spiritual life escape
the eye of the material senses, and can be perceived only in the spiritual state.
The name psychical phenomena expresses the idea better than spiritual does, as these phenomena 
rest upon the properties and attributes of the soul, or rather on the perispiritual fluids, which are 
inseparable from the soul. This qualification attaches them more intimately to the order of natural 
facts, regulated by laws. One can then admit them as psychical effects without allowing them the 
title of miracles.

3. In an etherealized state the cosmic fluid is not uniform. Without ceasing to be ethereal,
it is submitted to modifications as varied in their kind and more numerous than in a state of tangible
matter. These modifications constitute distinct fluids, which, although proceeding from the same 
principle, are endowed with special properties, and give rise to particular phenomena of the 
invisible world.
All being relative, these fluids have for the spirits, who are themselves fluidic, an appearance as 
material as that of the objects for the incarnates, and are for them that which the substances of the 
terrestrial world are for us.
They elaborate and combine them, in order to produce determined effects, as men do with their 
materials, yet by different processes.
But there, as here, it is only given to the most enlightened spirits to
comprehend the role of the constitutive elements of their world. The ignorant people of the invisible
world are as incapable of explaining the phenomena of which they are witnesses, and in which they 
cooperate often mechanically, as the ignorant of Earth are of explaining the effects of light or of 
electricity, or of explaining the process of seeing and hearing.
The fluidic elements of the spiritual world elude our instruments of analysis, and the perception of 
our senses. They are things suited to tangible and not to ethereal matter. Spiritual substances belong 
to a midst so different from ours that we can judge of them only by comparisons as imperfect as 
those by which a man born blind seeks to form an idea of the theory of color.
But among these fluids a few are intimately joined to corporeal life, and belong in a measure to the 
terrestrial universe. In default of direct perception of cause, it is possible to observe the effects of 
them as one can observe the fluids of a magnet, which no one has ever seen, and acquire some 
knowledge of their nature with precision. This study is essential; for it is the key to a multitude of 
phenomena, which are inexplicable by the laws of matter alone.
The starting-point of the universal fluid is the degree of absolute ethereality, of which nothing can 
give us an idea. Its opposite point is its transformation into material substance.
Between these two extremes there exist innumerable transformations, which are allied more or less 
to one another. The fluids which are the nearest materiality – consequently the least pure – are 
composed of that which might be called the spiritual terrestrial atmosphere. In this midst are found 
the widely different degrees of ethereality whence the incarnated and discarnated inhabitants of the 
Earth draw the necessary elements for the economy of their existence. These fluids, however subtle 
and impalpable they may be to us, are nevertheless of comparatively gross nature to the ethereal 
fluids of the superior regions.
It is the same on the surface of all worlds, saving the differences of constitution and vitality proper 
to each. The less material life there is there, the less the spiritual fluids have of affinity with matter.
The name “spiritual fluid” is not rigidly accurate as it is really always matter more or less refined. 
There is nothing really spiritual, but the soul or intelligent principle. We designate fluids thus by 
comparison, and chiefly by reason of their affinity with spirits. They constitute the substance of the 
spiritual world. That is why they are called spiritual fluids.
Who understands the intricate constitution of tangible matter? It is, perhaps, compact only in 
relation to our senses; and th at which seems to prove this is



the facility with which it is traversed by spiritual fluids, and the spirits to
whom it is no more of an obstacle than are transparent bodies to light.
Tangible matter, having for a primitive element the ethereal cosmic fluid, must be able,
by becoming disintegrated, to return to a state of etherealization, as the diamond, the hardest of 
bodies, can be volatized into impalpable gas.
The solidification of matter is in reality only a transitory state of the universal fluid, which can 
return to its primitive state when the conditions

Who knows even if, in a tangible state, matter is not susceptible of acquiring a sort of 
etherealization which would give to it peculiar properties? Certain phenomena which appear 
authentic tend towards such a supposition as this. We do not yet posses all the beacon-lights of the 
invisible world; and the future has in reserve for us, without doubt, the knowledge of new laws, 
which will allow us to comprehend that which is still to us a mystery.

Formation and Properties of the Perispirit
The perispirit, or fluidic body of the spirits, is one of the most important products of
the cosmic fluid: it is a condensation of this fluid around a focus of intelligence or soul. It is also 
seen that the fleshly body has also its origin in this same fluid transformed and condensed into 
tangible matter. In the perispirit the molecular transformation operates differently, for the fluid 
preserves its imponderability and its ethereal qualities. The perispiritual and carnal body have, then,
their source in the same primitive element; both are of matter, although under two different states of
it. Spirits draw their perispirit from the place where they find themselves; that is to say,
that this envelop is formed from the ambient fluids. The result is, that the constitutive elements of 
the perispirit must vary according to worlds. Jupiter, being a very advanced world, in comparison to
the Earth, where corporeal life has not the materiality of ours, its perispiritual envelopes must be of 
a nature infinitely more ethereal than upon our Earth. Now, although we would not be able to exist 
in that world in our carnal bodies, our spirits would not be able to penetrate there with their 
terrestrial perispirit.
In quitting the Earth the spirit leaves there its fluidic envelop, and is supplied with another 
appropriate to the world where he must go.
The nature of the fluidic envelope is always in accord with the degree of moral advancement of the 
spirit. Inferior spirits cannot change their inclination, and consequently cannot by desire transport 
themselves from one world to another. It is they whose fluidic envelope, although ethereal and 
imponderable as regards tangible matter, is still too heavy, if
one can express it thus, in relation to the spiritual world to allow them to leave their place. It is 
necessary to include in this category those whose perispirit is gross enough to be confounded with 
their carnal body, which for this reason they believe is still alive. These spirits (and their number is 
great) remain on the surface of the Earth like the incarnated ones, believing themselves always to be
attending to their occupations. Others, a little more dematerialized, are not sufficiently so to elevate 
themselves above the terrestrial regions.
Superior spirits, on the contrary, can enter into inferior worlds, and even incarnate
themselves there. They draw, from the constitutive elements of the world they enter, the materials 
for the fluidic and carnal envelopes appropriate to the midst where they find
themselves. They, like the great lord who temporarily leaves his gilded garments to assume the 
peasant’s garb, without being other than the titled character he is on account of the change, will not 
change thereby their high estate.
It is thus that spirits of the most elevated order can manifest themselves to the inhabitants
of Earth, or incarnate themselves for a mission among them. These spirits carry with them, not the 
envelope, but the remembrance by intuition of the regions whence they came, and which they see in
thought. These are people who see among the blind people.
The bed of spiritual fluids which surrounds the Earth can be compared to the inferior



beds of the atmosphere, heavier, more compact, less pure than the superior beds. These fluids are 
not homogeneous, they are a mixture of molecules of diverse qualities, amongst which are 
necessarily found the elementary molecules which
form the base, but more or less changed in different states. The effect produced by these
fluids will be according to the number of pure parts which they enclose. Such is, by comparison, 
rectified or mixed alcohol in different proportions of water or of other substances. Its specific 
weight is augmented by this mixture; while, at the same time, its fo rce and inflammability are 
diminished, although there may be pure alcohol in all.
The spirits called to live in this midst draw from there their perispirit; but, according as
the spirit becomes more or less purified, its perispirit is formed from the purest or grossest fluid of 
the world in which it is going to incarnate. The spirit produces there, always by comparison and not 
by assimilation, the effect of a chemical re-agent which attracts to it the molecules assimilable to its 
nature.
This capital fact results from it:
that the inmost constitution of the perispirit is not identical with all incarnated or discarnated spirits 
which people the Earth or surrounding
space. It is not the same with carnal bodies, which, as has been demonstrated, have been formed of 
the same elements whatever the superiority or inferiority of their spirits may have been. Also with 
us the effects produced by bodies are the same, they have the same necessities, while they differ by 
all that which is inherent in the perispirit.
Another result is, that the perispiritual envelope of the same spirit is modified with the moral 
progress of the latter at each incarnation, although incarnating himself in the same surroundings; 
that the superior spirits, incarnating themselves exceptionally by a mission into an inferior world, 
have a perispirit less gross than that of the natives of this world
.
A place is always in harmony with the nature of the beings who must live there. Fish are in water; 
winged beings are in the air; spiritual beings are in the spiritual or ethereal fluid, even upon the 
Earth.
The ethereal fluid is for the needs of the spirit, as the atmosphere is for the
necessities of the body. Now, as fishes cannot live in the air, and terrestrial animals cannot live in an
atmosphere too rarefied for their lungs, inferior spirits cannot support the splendor and impression 
of the most ethereal fluids. They would not die, because spirit cannot die; but an instinctive force 
keeps them at a distance, as one keeps away from a fire which is too hot, or from a light which is 
too strong. This is the reason why they cannot go away from the midst appropriate to their nature. In
order to change it, it is necessary first to change their nature, that they be despoiled of the material 
instincts which retain them in material midst. As they become purified and morally transformed, 
they gradually become identified with purer surroundings, which become a necessity to them, like 
the eyes of him who has remained a long time in darkness are habituated imperceptibly to the light 
of day and the splendor of the sun.
Thus all is united, all harmonize in the universe. All is submitted to the great and harmonious law of
unity, from the most compact materiality to the purest spirituality. The Earth is like a vase whence 
escapes a thick smoke, which clears away as it ascends, the rarefied particles of which are lost in 
infinite space.
Divine power shines in all parts of this great whole. Who would desire that, in order better to attest 
his power, God, discontented with that which he has made, should disturb this harmony? That he 
should lower himself to the level of a magician by performing acts worthy of a prestidigitator? And 
in addition to this they dare to give him as a rival in skill Satan himself!
Never, in truth, was divine Majesty more undervalued, and men are astonished at the progress of 
incredulity!
You are right in saying “Faith is departing!”
But it is faith in all that chokes reason and good sense that is departing, – a faith similar to
that which formerly induced persons to exclaim, “the Gods are departing.” But faith in serious 



things, in God, and in immortality, is always alive in the hearts of men; and, if it has been stifle d 
with the puerile histories with which it has been overloaded, it raises itself stronger as soon as it has 
been extricated, as the restrained plant rises again in the light of the sun of which it has been 
deprived.
All is wonderful in nature because all is admirable, and testifies of divine wisdom. These
wonders are for all the world, for all those who have eyes to see and ears to hear, and not for the 
profit of a few. No, there are no miracles in the sense attached to this
word, because all is amenable to the eternal laws of creation.
Action of the Spirits upon the Fluids – Fluidic Creations – Photograph
of the Thought
The spiritual fluids, which constitute one of the states of the universal cosmic fluid, are then the 
atmosphere of spiritual beings. It is the element whence they draw the materials with which they 
operate, – the place where special phenomena take place, perceptible to the sight and hearing of the 
spirit, but which escapes the carnal senses which are impressed alone by tangible matter; the 
ambient wherein the light peculiar to the spiritual world is formed, this being different from the 
ordinary light because of
its causes and effects. In short, they are the vehicle for thought, as the air is for sound.
Spirits act upon spiritual fluids, not by manipulating them as men manipulate gas, but by the aid of 
thought and will. Thought and will are to the spirit that which the hand is to man.
By thought they impress these fluids into such and such directions; they agglomerate them, combine
or disperse them; they form harmonious wholes of them, which have a definitive appearance, form, 
and color; they change the properties of them, as a chemist changes those of gas or other bodies by 
combining them by following certain laws.
Sometimes these transformations are the result of an intention; often they are the product of an 
unconscious thought. It is sufficient for the spirit only to think of a thing in order that this thing 
produces itself; it suffices for one to form a melody in one’s mind for it to reverberate through the 
atmosphere.
Thus, for example, a spirit presents himself to the view of an incarnated being endowed
with spiritual sight with the same appearance he had when living at the epoch of their
acquaintance, although he may have had many incarnations since that time. He presents himself 
with the costume, the exterior signs, infirmities,
wounds, amputated members, etc., that he had then. A person who has been beheaded will present 
himself with no head. We do not desire to convey the impression that he has preserved these 
appearances; no, certainly not; for as a spirit he is neither lame, maimed, blind, nor headless: but, 
his thought conveying the impression when
he was thus, his perispirit takes instantaneously the appearance of it, but it can at the same time 
leave it instantaneously. If, then, he has been both a black and a white man, he will present himself 
according to which of these two incarnations may be evoked whence his thought will report itself.
By a similar effect, a spirit’s thought creates fluidicly the objects which he often makes use of. A 
miser will manage his gold; a military man will have his guns and his uniform; a smoker, his pipe; a
workman his plow and his cattle; and an elderly woman, her knitting Fluids utensils.
These fluidic objects are as real for the spirit, who is also fluidic, as they were in the material state 
of the living man. However, because they are created by the thought, their existences are also as 
fleeting as the thought.
Fluids being the vehicle of the thought, the latter acts upon them, as the sound does upon the air. 
They bring us the thought, just as the air brings us the sound. We can, then, say with all truth that in 
such fluids there are waves and rays of thoughts that cross each other without ever becoming 
entangled, as do the waves and sonorous rays in the air.
Moreover, the thought creates fluidic images and reflects itself back on its perispiritual
body, as on a mirror; the thought takes on body and somehow photographs itself on it. Let us say, 
for example, that a man has the idea of murdering someone; although his material body is inactive, 
his fluidic body is – through the thought – put into action, reproducing from this all vibrations. The 



act he tried to practice is executed fluidicly. The thought creates the image of the victim and, 
similarly to a picture, the entire scene is drawn, precisely as it is in his spirit.
This is how the innermost secret movements of the soul are reverberated onto the fluidic body; and 
how one soul can read another, as one reads a book; and how it sees what is not
perceptible by the eyes of the body. Yet, although the intention is seen and it can foresee the 
subsequent execution of the act, it cannot determine the moment it will take place; neither can it be 
exact with details, or even affirm whether it will indeed take place, as later circumstances can 
modify the plans and change the dispositions.
The soul cannot see that which is not yet in another person’s thought. What it does see is the 
habitual preoccupation of the person, his desires, his projects, and his good or bad intentions.

Quality of the Fluids
The action of spirits upon spiritual fluids has consequences of a direct and capital importance for 
incarnated beings. From the instant that these fluids are the vehicle of thought, that thought can 
modify the properties of them. It is evident that they must be impregnated by the good or bad 
qualities of the thoughts which put them in vibration, modified by the purity or impurity of the 
sentiments. Bad thoughts corrupt the spiritual fluids, as deleterious miasmas corrupt the air we 
breathe. The fluids which surround or that project bad spirits are then vitiated, whilst those which 
receive the influence of good spirits are as pure as the degree of moral perfection to which they 
have attained.
It would be impossible to itemize or classify the good or bad fluids. Neither could we specify their 
respective qualities, considering that their diversity is as great as that of the
thought.
Fluids do not have “sui generis” qualities, except those they acquire whereat they are
elaborated; they are modified by the effluviums of the ambient, just as the air is modified by 
exhalations, and the water by the layers of salt it crosses. Depending on the circumstances, their 
qualities are, like those of the air and the water, either temporary or permanent, which makes them 
more suitable for the production of certain specific effects.
Neither do the fluids have special denominations. As with odors, they are designated by their 
properties, their effects and their original type. On a moral point of view, they bring the impressions
of the sentiments of hatred, envy, jealousy, pride, selfishness, violence, hypocrisy, kindness, 
benevolence, love, charity, sweetness, etc. On a physical point of view, they are excitants, sedating, 
piercing, coercing, irritant, soothing, soporific, narcotics, toxics, replenishing, and expellants. They 
also become a means of transmission, propulsion, etc. The overall picture of the fluids would then 
be that of all passions, virtues and vices of humanity; and that of the properties of matter, 
corresponding to the effects they produce.
Men, being incarnate beings, have in part the attributes of the spiritual life; for they live in this life 
as well as in a corporeal one, always during sleep, and often in a conscious state.
The spirit, incarnating itself, preserves its perispirit with the qualities which are proper to it, and 
which, as is known, is not circumscribed by the body, but envelops and radiates around it like a 
fluidic atmosphere.
By its intimate union with the body the perispirit plays a preponderating role with the organism. By 
its expansion it places the incarnated being more directly in contact with free
spirits.
The thought of the incarnated mind acts upon the spiritual fluids as that of the discarnated spirit’s 
thought acts. It is transmitted from spirit to spirit in the same way, and, according as it is good or 
bad, it holds a vicious or healthy relation to the surrounding fluids.
Since the fluids of an ambient are modified by the projection of the spirit’s thoughts, his 
perispiritual body – which is a constituent part of his being, and which receives directly and in a 
permanent way the impressions of his thoughts –
should receive even more so the impressions of his good or bad qualities. The fluids vitia
ted by the effluviums of the bad spirits can be purified by their removal. The perispirit however will



always be that which it is, as long as the spirit does not modify itself.
The perispirit of incarnates, being of a nature identical to that of the spiritual fluids,
assimilates itself with them readily, as a sponge absorbs water. These fluids have over the perispirit 
an action which is the more direct because of its expansion and radiation; it confounds itself with 
them.
These fluids acting upon the perispirit, the latter, in its turn, reacts upon the material organism with 
which it is in molecular contact. If the effluvia are of a good nature, the bodies receive a salutary 
impression; if bad, a painful one. If the bad are permanent and energetic, they can cause physical 
disorders; certain maladies have no other cause.
The midst where bad spirits abound are then impregnated with bad fluids, which are absorbed 
through all the perispiritual pores, as by the pores of the body pestilential miasmas are absorbed.
It is the same in assemblies of incarnated beings. An assembly of people is a focus whence radiate 
diverse thoughts. An assembly of persons is, like an orchestra, a choir of thoughts, where each one 
produces his note. The result is a multitude of fluidic-flowing effluvia, of which each one receives 
the impression of the sounds by the spiritual sense, like in a
music choir each one receives the impression of the sound through the sense of hearing.

(…..)
Thought, indeed, is an emission which causes a real loss in the spiritual fluids, and consequently in 
the material fluids, also in such a way that man has need of strengthening himself by the effluvia 
which he receives from outside.
When a doctor is said to cure his patient by pleasant words, it is an ab solute truth; for the 
benevolent thought carries with it healing fluids, which act physically as well as morally.
It is possible, without doubt, to evade men of well-known malicious intentions; but
how can we be preserved from the influence of undeveloped spirits which multiply around us, and 
glide everywhere without being seen?
The means are very simple; for it depends upon the will of the man himself, who carries within him 
the necessary instrument of protecting himself. Fluids unite by reason of the similitude of their 
nature, dissimilar ones repel each other. There is an incompatibility between good and bad fluids, as
between oil and water.
What is done when the air becomes vitiated?
They purify it by destroying the center of the miasma by chasing out the unhealthy effluvium by 
currents of salubrious air stronger than it.
We need the good fluids in order to counteract the invasion of bad fluids; and, as each one has in his
own perispirit a permanent fluidic-source, the remedy is within one’s self. It acts only to purify this 
source or spring, and to give to it such qualities as are necessary to
repel bad influences, in place of being an attractive force.
The perispirit is, then, a breastplate to which it is necessary to give the best possible character. Now,
as the qualities of the perispirit correspond with the qualities of the soul, it is necessary to work for 
its own improvement; (…....)



IX . Scientific proof of the Soul (Spirit) 
The weight of the Soul, Dr. Klaus Volkamer

Klaus Volkamer (* 1939) is a German chemist, and esoteric, politician and author. 
Wikipedia: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klaus_Volkamer
Website: http://klaus-volkamer.de/ 
Seminar via Youtube: https://youtu.be/KO9ncHqkG5A (German language)

Source: http://www.gf-freiburg.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1178:die-
feinstoffliche-basis-der-natur-dr-klaus-volkamer&catid=1:allgemein
 
"Today's physics is a purely grosser limiting case of a really universal subtle biology"
(Dr. Klaus Volkamer)
- Collective fields affect everyone and everything else, that there are only coarse-material separate 
entities (waking consciousness), ethereally only connected (higher consciousness) - already in the 
physical body, we are permanently with the other universes connected and can use their "quality 
deals," as as a healer or by attention bundling independent of spatial or physical Begrenzungen- the 
subtle body remains after physical death erhalten- higher states of consciousness are (only) 
accessible to human health due to his nervous system and provide insight into the entangled two 
other universes (via the quality of no statement is made.) 
The four-dimensional dogmatic worldview does not make the current state of knowledge on the 
contrary, we come to reflect the realities realistically, to a 12-dimensional universe, that we live in a 
Tripelversum, (three times in four dimensions), wherein this 3 universes permanently overlap 
(hence perhaps the idea of the Holy Trinity)
- Evolution depends mainly on the subtle field quanta from occurring polar, i.e. negative 
(negentropic, grading) or positive (entropic, destructive) sign, from which arise the Effects -> 
negentropy is an awareness building
- Is the scientific approach of reductionism untenable (This coincides with that of Hans-Peter Dürr 
based on the triple pendulum demonstrated unpredictability and desse integration into the living 
cosmos) - violation of the isotropy of space, that is, a 100% repeatable test procedure, which is the 
basic assumption of modern science, is impossible due to cosmic processes
- Scientific approaches to astrology and cosmology created consequences
The behavior of the subtle matter and its effect on the gross matter depends on cosmic realities, that 
cosmic objects and the bioactivity interact constantly with each other (demonstrated against the 
Keimungsverhaltens of cress seeds at different moon phases from 1934-40 and Hauschka Kolisko 
1927, Thun).
This mass has no point, but a field structure, that is an unfinished expansion. According to Volkamer
is this subtle matter everywhere, already always there, behaves intelligently and is the basis of 
consciousness. The mass increases moving to the zero line both positive (gravitational effect) and 
negative (anti-gravity effect) by the value and integer multiples of the Planck mass, so that in this 
case the smallest possible mass change.
can hermetically sealed on high precision weighing a sample are weighed to an accuracy 
micrograms. This afforded the experiment over long periods of continuous weight gain, that is out 
of nothing forms "dark matter".
He attributes this increase in "Vis Vitalis", so the life force, which are based on subtle matter. This is
invisible, but has a spatial extent, rest mass and energy. This "soul atoms" (Democritus) to form the 
basis of "consciousness".
He pulled old cultural and spiritual records  (Vedic, Buddhist, Greek Philisophy / cosmology)  and 
compared these with its own experimental results, according to which materials with phase 
boundaries (ie at least 2 different supply materials in direct contact) one over a long period of 

https://youtu.be/KO9ncHqkG5A


several weeks not previously recognized experience weight gain. This result-injured the modern 
dogmatically formulated physical energy and mass-conservation rate.
Dr. Klaus Volkamer, (experimental) Chemist shows a whole new way of looking at the matter.

He have done in his work a new science of life. It shows ways through the use of this spiritual 
matter fields with their groundbreaking possibilities of expanded perception so through meditation 
or other technologies of consciousness. He is a pioneer of a new science and a new time and makes 
an important contribution to the meaning of our existence: a higher and expanded consciousness.
Dr. Volkamer: "The universe is a in higher dimensions with superluminal crosslinked and each 
communicating fine stoffliches creatures with much coarse-material and therefore erscheindenden 
isolated individual structures Ultimately everything springs from the invisible, animate and 
universally entangled Ethereal, a universal life force.".
Also celestial bodies radiate subtle radiation and so connect everyone with the whole universe 
(astrology). To get the theory of the transformation process of Dieter Broers with the increasing 
radiation and effect of initial sun that he "2012 Revolution" describes in his film and book, a real 
background. The fantastic possibilities that are open to us by obtaining a higher consciousness, sees 
Dr. Volkamer also in terms of new energy, as they have been already described herein for single 
tone and says that from the real subtlety enough energy is available.
Dr. Volkamer into his speech continued: the entire room is 12-dimensional, a triple interpenetrating 
universe. The normal sense controlled man (and man-made devices) are limited to 1 = four-
dimensional space in perception.

Another restriction is given by the effect of the collective fields. The effect and direction of our 
thinking and feeling as creator beings, we define our reality and so proves the old shamanic wisdom
"The energy follows the Aufmerksamtkeit" as a timeless truth. The gross body moves so the room 
and encountered here spatial qualities while the subtle immortal body moves through both Parallel 
Universes, where he met stored time qualities. On the material plane we are separated on the subtle 
level, we are one.

He referred to the latest developments in astrophysics, which have localized 96% undefined "dark" 
matter and energy in the universe that they do not comply with the available instruments. The 
visible universe therefore represents only 4% of the total weight! It Volkamer developed the theory 
of a "subtle mass". Then not only each element and elementary particles, each molecule and 
ultimately each (Lebe-) being has a hitherto unknown subtle background structure that assigns them
superluminal wave properties in addition to its known subluminalen particle.
Explains Dr. Volkamer phenomena such as ether, earth radiation, non-electromagnetic aspects of 
electromagnetic pollution, scalar waves, superluminal, planetary radiations, telepathy, 
morphogenetic fields, yogic flying, meditation and is also the Vedic knowledge (for example, the 
line of sight) of the Indian one. Not only mysterious terms such as "dark matter" and "dark energy" 
to be filled with content, but also quantum mysteries, informational medicine and even karma and 
rebirth are explained by his theories. His holistic approach of an all-pervasive invisible substance 
and a previously unknown acting force that unites all living and moving is a homogeneous bridge 
between science and humanities.
at the 11th Symposium of DGEIM in Heidelberg, Dr. Volkamer in Heidelberg a very remarkable 
lecture. His research for three decades in the border area of consciousness and matter. His theories 
contribute significantly to an expanded worldview in science and when he brings in his 
revolutionary approach the two major directions of physics: relativity and quantum mechanics. It 
addresses the problems with the logical rigor of the scientist and monitors each of his theses on hard
facts. The results of his deliberations and reasoning are sensational and very conclusive and difficult
to refute. That may be the reason that science ignores him.



Weighing experiments of the chemist and physicist Dr. Klaus Volkamer

This is a translation of the interview. To read the original in German:

http://werner-huemer.net/interviews/klaus-volkamer-2013

Dr. Volkamer, you are chemists and physicists and have written a book that deals with the "subtle 
extension of the world picture". What does this mean for you as a scientist, the term "ethereal"? 
What is, in your opinion?

Volkamer: I joined 30 years ago it, it rotates in the process simply to a second form of matter, 
invisible matter. The normal matter can touch. It consists, so to speak, of small points, small beads, 
just the elementary particles that make up our bodies. The subtle matter builds pulsating fields, like 
there are magnetic fields that each knows. Only are magnetic something Electromagnetic while the 
subtle fields are non-electromagnetically. And this large, non-electromagnetic fields have real 
macroscopic mass that can also weigh. I call that subtlety.

Assuming such fields - the form in which we humans are in your opinion attached to them?

Volkamer: The book that I wrote, pointing to the front, a picture in which it is seen that the gross 
body is surrounded by a non-electromagnetic, bioactive, large field. There is no magnetic field, but 
it is a kind of life field, which is called today "aura". These fields surround and penetrate the body 
and connect it to the phenomenon of life, because these fields seem to be associated with the 
consciousness. All living things, all the individual cells of animals and plants have fields that can 
also be described as "living matrix". But even minerals have such fields, base metals have also such
fields - just are not living in the usual sense, because the physiology can not interact with these 
fields, while in an animal the entire gross body structure with these fields is controlled and 
dynamically with them can interact.

Would you go so far as to say that this subtle field belongs to the essence of being human? So That 
we as a people are not only the physical body, but also carry a different reality in us and with us?

Volkamer: That's right. The real phenomenon of life is in these fields in it, the gross body goes 
sometime, he is sick and old and die, but the information that you have saved during a life in these 
fields, survived easily the phenomenon of death - only in the usual waking consciousness, in which 
people live here on earth, they do not notice these connections normally. But the real phenomenon 
of life precisely affects not only the body, but goes far beyond. We humans are multidimensional 
beings. In waking consciousness but we live in the "Platonic cave", in a system that can only detect 
electromagnetically via the senses. All five senses run electromagnetically, and everything that 
exists non-electromagnetic, we can not see through the senses. It is available, but we engage 
through, we see through, we do not hear it, we do not feel, we do not taste - and yet it is more 
important than the body itself

The idea that man a subtle ambient or a subtle core - whatever you want to call it - carries within 
itself, this idea of the "soul" is known from religions, also from the esoteric, but we know it today 
barely out of Science. How did you come up with the idea to engage in these contexts? And 
specifically: How did you come to the idea that the ethereal matter might have a weight that you can
weigh so?

Volkamer: I have long engaged in the Vedic science - and there says Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, that 
there is a form of subtle matter, which is the carrier of consciousness and builds the space-time 
geometry of the universe. This teaching was for me the first indication that there is a link between 
this form of matter and normal physics - space-time geometry is normal physics - and the 
phenomenon of these fields that carry consciousness and life. I have followed this step - and I 
remembered then something Wilhelm Reich has already done. He wound tubes and used 



Cloudbuster to affect weather phenomena. I then made a small Cloudbuster with about 18 
centimeters long and have morning and evening weighed him. The results I have compared to a 
similar sample, but not rolled, but was folded. That is, it was the same materials, but to different 
shapes. And that's the point: The subtle form of matter recognize geometric shapes and can be better
absorbed by geometric shapes, for example, rolled cylinders, as if you just zusammenknautscht the 
material. This means you can make a zusammengeknautschte reference sample and secondly a nice 
rolled cylinder sample after Wilhelm Reich - and if you now regularly weigh the two samples in the 
morning and evening, and you realize that changes the weight of the rolled sample to the 
geknautschten sample. That is, it was somewhat absorbed. And that is the method by which one can 
objectively approach to the detection of subtle matter.

What are - considered over the years - the most important effects and measurement results that you 
were able to determine with your weighing experiments?

Volkamer: If one penetrates deeper into the matter, then one finds in today's physics a large number 
of anomalies that are known scientifically true that one can even describe theoretically, that can be 
detected experimentally, but of which one has no idea how they come about. Take the currently 
known scientific Quantenparadoxa, for example, the famous quantum mechanical entanglement - 
you can calculate mathematically prove experimentally, but such particles as photons fly apart with 
the speed of light, communicate with each other, must be declared impossible by the theory of 
relativity. And here comes in the Ethereal World. The total gross material elementary particles that 
we know, have subtle background fields, and these fields work with superluminal. Even photons, 
light particles that fly apart with the speed of light, can communicate with each other faster than 
light in a system. And this system does not know the physics today. The physics knows neither at 
the macroscopic level, these fields surrounding living things, yet she knows behind the elementary 
particles, the phenomenon of local Ethereal. Therefore one speaks precisely in physics from six or 
eight Quantenparadoxa - entanglement is only one of them - which could however easily understand
once one introduces subtle background fields in physics, how I do it in a subtle advanced physics. 
Without knowledge of these background structures has a majority decided in physics today for the 
fact that it is stupid to ever want to give an explanation for these phenomena.

And the subtle fields, of which you speak, have after your conviction mass - you were able to 
demonstrate in your cradle Try ..

Volkamer: Yes, I can show the fields on mass differences. Where the information fields, for 
example, when a person sleeps, then contact by mass differences of up to 600 grams, which can not 
be explained with the usual arguments. The same phenomena occur also in minerals, although not, 
of course, sleep, and that leads in physics, in gravity research to a huge problem, because there you 
tried with the same accuracy determine the gravitational constant such as the elementary charge. 
But it has been found that the gravitational constant bad determinable in accuracy by a factor of 
1500 than the elementary charge or Planck's constant. And this is due to that the fields with their 
macroscopic mass content play a role in determining the Newtonian gravitational constant addition 
to the gross material aspects of the matter. If one does not know, then also the gravitational effects 
resulting therefrom, not detected. There were measured with various test systems always different 
values. It has therefore been determined in the last 20 years, the gravitational constant about twenty 
times - in Japan, in the US, in Germany, in Austria, in England and in other countries - and all 
values have been determined for themselves exactly, but no one knows why they vary so greatly. 
Such anomalies show that is missing in physics a factor - and this factor appears in many cases the 
effect of subtle fields to be.

After these declarations once the concrete question: What are the main effects that you were able to 
prove itself in the past few decades?

Volkamer: I measure weight differences. For example, if someone is sleeping, decouple parts of the 
subtle body-field, thereby the weight changes. I can also measure the superposition of these fields in
minerals - when I bring them together close to the fields overlap, and there are differences in 



weight. I can also tell if have a negative or a positive sign these fields, and I can say with my 
method of measurement that the fields with a negative sign have a health-promoting and regulatory 
stabilizing property and that the fields with a positive sign have a health and regulatory destroying 
property , That's now way in biology in. The Earth has a field, and there are places where the 
intensity with a negative sign is particularly high, this is called places of power. Many churches 
were built earlier in such places - the white one, because there is work it. And just as there are 
places of disease, where the field with a positive sign has a high intensity. If you sleep on such a 
place regularly or spend eight hours continuous working, then the probability is very high that you 
get sick, get in the worst case even cancer. So Fields directly affect the lives of people. Another 
aspect is the possibility to use the fields for new consciousness characteristics, such telepathic 
abilities. This may sound lifted, but everyone has ever sat in the pedestrian area in a cafe, has turned
spontaneously and then noticed that it is looked at from behind. Here are the consciousness subtle 
phenomena transported, which can reach other people. If that is cultivated, one can begin to 
communicate telepathically. One thinks something - and the field transports the vibrations of 
thought, the other can record and listen to - like now your ear is listening on the content of my 
spoken words.

You deal with all these contexts now for about 30 years, but have, as regards the scientific level, not
enforced. Why do you think that is?

Volkamer: I would say not yet enforced. I do think that at some point young, progressive scientists, 
who take care of really new things, will take up the matter and investigate - because it has not only 
been discovered by me. Professor Hans Heinrich Landolt, physical chemist at the former Kaiser 
Wilhelm University in Berlin led, 100 years ago similar weighing experiments with hand-operated 
scales through, where he discovered anomalies that could be reproduced by other researchers. But 
come in this area with the latest weighing technology further, the balance must be connected to 
computers, so that you can save information in mega- and gigabytes, and you need graphics 
software to display the measurement results. All this did not exist until 10 or 15 years. To that extent
I was probably the first concerned with these modern methods of work with such measurements. I 
have now put forward several times in California at the University in Los Angeles and have been 
reported on this gravitational anomalies, and I am confident if I continued put this work in a similar 
intensity that someone starts so to resonate. I'm waiting for, but it will happen sooner or later, I'm 
sure. 

X . Mind and Matter : Another scientific proof
Prof. Dr. Friedrich H. Balck in the Institute of Energy Research 
and Physical Technologies at Clausthal University of Technology
about dark matter, collective  unconscious and Hypotheses about invisible matter from different 
physical and chemical scientists that has experienced over the years:  
http://www.milieuziektes.nl/Balck/mind-matter-esg-2012-lowdens-english.pdf

Also a Speech of Presentation by Dr. rer. nat. Rolf Froböse in the Quantica Congress "Evolution - 
awareness - quantum physics 

Youtube in German language:https://youtu.be/SR4em3IfeaA

The universe is not created out of nothing, but according to the rules of a cosmic quantum 
information: the life of the universe Code. Then large parts of the universe are interconnected in a 
subtle way. This part of the reality we experience as opposed to the material world, intuitively. 
Namely, by perceptions, spontaneous inspirations and feelings that we can not explain with our 

https://youtu.be/SR4em3IfeaA
http://www.milieuziektes.nl/Balck/mind-matter-esg-2012-lowdens-english.pdf


conventional experience. but demonstrated scientifically not justifiable effects such as psychic 
phenomena acquire a completely new dimension in the light of quantum physics. 
To explain the origin of the world and of life, the researchers looked at so far, only the hardware of 
the universe. The creation, however, is also based on a software, an unimaginable amount of 
information in the quantum world that has influenced our evolution decisively. This divine Software
is responsible for that formed the molecules of life for a given cosmic blueprint of itself. This in 
turn leads to the conclusion that life in many different ways throughout the universe is omnipresent 
is thwarted only by hostile environmental conditions. Evolution is therefore less of a struggle for 
existence, but rather a necessary step in the cosmic evolution. 

XI . Out-of-body while sleeping is possible
Indication that while we sleep our soul leaves our body, which is connected by a silver wire.
Many dreams are created by our minds, but many dreams are vague memories that we had an 
experience outside the body.
Often happen Dejavus, which are nothing more than memories.

In this video John Nash, a beautiful mind, between 11 - 12 min, the mathematician Donald 
Newman could not solve a problem. When sleeping, he "dreamed" with John Nash, who is 
schizophrenic, and asked him the result of the question. This replied. After awakening, he went to 
the blackboard, and great was his surprise: The result was correct.
In the video he claims to have been the John Nash who gave the correct result.
https://youtu.be/RSbgHgUGBCU



XII . Earth: A Planet in transition 
Tectonic Plates

Earth's tectonic plates are moving faster now than at any point in the last 2 billion years, according 
to scientists.
This will generate in the coming years many earthquakes and tsunamis, as well they may damage 
the pipelines and fracking, located next the moving plates, causing accidents.

In the future will not be necessary to extract energy from the planet. On July 26 the plane that uses 
only solar energy landed in Abu Dhabi. 

Source: https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22329843-000-earths-tectonic-plates-have-
doubled-their-speed/

According to scientists and anthropologists, the planet Earth was formed 4.6 billion years ago while
human beings exist about 200 thousand, ie less than 0.01% of the earth’s history. Experts say we 
detonated a new era: the Anthropocene – in Greek, something like „human innovation“ in which the
period would have started 200 years ago with the Industrial Revolution, in which we started to alter 
both its chemistry and biology of the planet.

To understand the process we find ourselves in, the climatic changes, increasing earthquakes, and 
collective atonement, we must understand the different scales of inhabited worlds.

One of the fundamental principles of Spiritism is the plurality of inhabited worlds. In the work of 
divine creation, between the worlds destined for incarnation of spirits on probation or atoning, Earth
is one of the innumerable habitations of man. Of course, there are many other worlds that harbor 
humanities similar to ours, not being the earthly man the only corporeal being endowed with 
intelligence, rationality and moral sense in the immense universe.
The Spirit Emmanuel teaches in the book “Plurality of Inhabited Worlds”, psychographic by 
Francisco Cândido Xavier, that “adds to note also that the guiding venerable New Revelation 
leading the thought of Allan Kardec, did write the wise statement: “God has populated living beings
all the worlds, competing these beings to the ultimate goal of Providence …” To believe that there 
is only life on the planet we inhabit, is to doubt the wisdom of God, who did not leave anything 
useless. Sure, these worlds He’s giving a more serious destination than us recreate the view. In fact, 
there is nothing, neither in position nor the volume, or the physical constitution of the earth that 
may lead to the assumption that she enjoys the privilege of being inhabited, excluding many 
thousands of similar worlds.
“Do not let your hearts be troubled. You believe in God[a]; believe also in me. 2 My Father’s house 
has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have told you that I am going there to prepare a place 
for you? 3 And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that 
you also may be where I am. 4 You know the way to the place where I am going.” John 14:1
The “House of the Father” is the Universe. Different dwelling places are the worlds that circulate in 
the infinite space and offer, to the spirits that embody them, addresses corresponding to the advance 
of the same spirits.

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+14#fen-NIV-26670a
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22329843-000-earths-tectonic-plates-have-doubled-their-speed/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22329843-000-earths-tectonic-plates-have-doubled-their-speed/


In the Book of Spirit´s by Allan Kardec, 1857:

Plurality of Worlds
55. Are all the globes that revolve in space inhabited?
“Yes; and the people of the earth are far from being, as you suppose, the first in 
intelligence, goodness, and general development. There are many men
having a high opinion of themselves who even imagine that your little globe alone, of 
all the countless myriads of globes around you, has the privilege of being inhabited by 
reasoning beings. They fancy that God has created the universe only for them. Insensate
vanity!”

56. Is the physical constitution of all globes the same?
“No; they do not at all resemble one another.”
57. The physical constitution of the various worlds not being the same for all does it 
follow that the beings who inhabit them have different organisations?
“Undoubtedly it does; just as, in your world, fishes are organised for living in the water, 
and birds for living in the air.”
58. Are the planets furthest removed from the sun stinted in light and heat, the sun only 
appearing to them of the size of one of the fixed stars?
“Do you suppose that there are no other sources of light and heat than the sun? And do 
you count for nothing the action of electricity which, in certain worlds, plays a very 
much more important part than in your earth ? Besides, how do you know that the 
beings of those worlds see in the same manner as you do, and with the aid of organs 
such as yours?”

To understand the difference of degrees of inhabited worlds, it would be nice if we understood the 
spirits scales that exist. The spirits are human beings. We are all spirits. With or without the material
body. Just as it has good people, evil, lying, dependents, and others with virtues in the world, the 
disembodied continue with the same characteristics.
It is not because he or she died, that turns into better  or worse being.
Here I will make a summary about the characteristic of the inhabited worlds and their inhabitants.
 If you want to know more about: Allan_Kardec/Le_livre_des_esprits.pdf (Spirit – Hierarchy page 
93)

At the man was given the intellect, so that it has the ability to think, analyze and act.

Unfortunately, during the Middle Age was the prohibition of these natural systems, in which 
reasoning was permitted only to the clergy and the powerful, so forbidding that most to progress 
intellectually, and humanity had a delay of half a century.

In the Enlightenment period thinkers were able to express their ideas more freely.

Also known as „Period of Lights,“ where the main focus has happened in France, it was the period 
of transformation in the social structure of Europe, correcting the inequalities in society, thus 
ensuring the natural rights of the individual.

If we analyze the chronological order of events, the Earth is a living being, because from the 

http://www.allankardec.com/Allan_Kardec/Le_livre_des_esprits/lesp_us.pdf


beginning of its formation, has never been static. The cataclysms, earthquakes have always 
happened and ice ages also are part of its history.

However, the man with his fragile constructions and the large cluster in cities, when a natural 
catastrophe occurs, many lives are snuffed out. Not forgetting also the technology of modern times: 
If it happens an earthquake in Indonesia, in seconds, the whole world will know. This is 
globalization. In one way or another, we are all connected.

Not to offend the various religions and atheists, I will explain in a symbolic way the transition of 
the planet in the vision of what I was learning, so being able to calm down and transmitting security
in the face of disasters that may happen. I hope that helps you, who are reading these lines. 
The changes that the Earth is suffering and will continue to suffer in the coming years can be 
compared to a major renovation of a house.Let’s say that the earth has always gone through 
reforms, however, since man exists, he has noticed small renovations such as painting a room, 
sharing a roof, a fix in the kitchen sink …
In recent years, this house is undergoing intensive reforms and reaching the pinnacle of this chaos. 
Because during a renovation, everything is chaos. Dust everywhere, broken tiles, noises … But after
the reform, it will be a wonderful house to live. 
So, the Earth (the house) is being modernized. Beginning to exchange the entire floor to the roof. 
Everything will be removed, everything will be molded. Everything will be renewed. 
And as this reform is being made, the inhabitants often have to share a single room. In the division 
of space, conflicts may happen because the ideas, the way of thinking are different. But that does 
not mean it’s bad, it is part of growth.
Often miss a cup of rice and we will have to borrow from neighbors. Or lack the water for coffee, 
and often a pipe that burst, will flood the whole house. For this reason, the people will have to 
improvise, will have to adapt in this chaos, cooperating with each other. But this is great for human 
growth and an optimal way we exercise patience, the tolerance and love of neighbor;) 
The aid to the next in difficult times will greatly facilitate the period of this reform because it will 
avoid unnecessary conflicts. For this, the confidence and calm are essential facts in these chaotic 
periods.
During these reforms, the old furniture that has no more repairs, will be also changed. But nothing 
is lost, they will be donated to people who could fix and polishing them. In this case I am referring 
to creatures that live only for evil, such as dictators and violent people. In the new planet of 
regeneration there is not more places for them, and they will reborn again but in a lower planet, 
helping those people to progress. The law of progress which governs not only nature, but also the 
universe where nothing is lost, but everything changes. If it were not so, God would not be fair.
In the meantime, new furniture will be purchased for the new house. They are spirits of great 
philosophers, scientists of the past that will reincarnate on Earth. The religion also will suffer 
changes. The true apostles of love, like Francis of Assisi for example, are preparing to reincarnate 
again, helping us to evolve.

The great transition has already been announced by the Apocalypse of John, the Mayas, 
Nostradamus and recently by Edgar Cayce, an American seer, predicting very marked changes in 
the geography of the planet, in various parts of the continent.
Edgar Cayce had two psychic abilities: Predicting the future and observe the internal organs of the 
human being, thus guiding possible treatments.

In recent periods, it has multiplied the revelations of chaotic occurrences of our planet, calling the 
attention of human beings, who remain distracted from illusions and passions of life.
During the encoding of the book of spirits, the spiritual benefactors also referred to Allan Kardec 
about.



Initially we will study a message Joanna de Angelis, entitled “the great transition,  psychographic 
by Divaldo Franco (brazilian medium) on July 30, 2006 in Rio de Janeiro to understand why the 
tectonic plates are faster than even before:

So, here Joanna talking about these changes in physical appearance. The tectonic layers are being 
modified, so there is a stabilization of them. After the start of the regeneration phase in the land, 
there will be no more earthquakes, or tsunamis, floods. There will not be dry. All this will change. 
The whole planet will change physically.

The temperature will change. Everything is going to change. According to the spiritual benefactors 
(In the Catholic Church known as angels), the temperature of the earth will be mild temperatures, 
pleasant throughout the year all over the planet. . But this difference of intense heat, drastic changes
will not exist in the future of the planet. Because of these adjustments that are happening right now. 
These cataclysms and drastic changes, we had and are having  on  planet earth are Phenomena for 
primitive worlds of proofs and expiation. They don´t belong of a regenerated planet. 

To know more, please take a look in the book of Spirits:   Scale of different worlds in the universe

Also there will be   all the moral change. Because the as the planet evolves, evolves also the moral 
part of being human.

In all the planets everything progresses .. The same will happen to the Earth. Not only man, but 
minerals, plants, animals. Also will completely change the atmospheric climate. This is great 
because it shows the superiority of the universe.

The pride of the human being on earth is so big, he thinks we’re the ones to populate a planet, even 
though there are millions of galaxies out there. when it admits life off the planet, it is always 
presented in the form of monsters. But if you see the reality, we are the monsters.

We are still primitive. In comparison of the spirits of the galactic system Alcyone of the 
constellation of Taurus, which shall come to reincarnate on earth in mission to help us progress, we 
are true troglodyte.

In the next article, I will focus on the genetic reincarnations of this people written by a scientist 
spirit.

Around the year 2057 the planet earth starts the regeneration of the world, if not happen any nuclear
war. What means a regeneration of the planet? What’s the difference?

According to St. Augustine, in the book of spirits, encoding work of Allan Kardec, a regeneration of
the planet, there is not more the anguish of the expiation.

The evil of the inhabitants of a planet of atonement is an evil very active, such as wars, killings 
eachother. however the evil that exists in a regeneration planet is not an active evil, such as 
violence. But this evil still continuing within us. This evil is it our imperfections, which many know
as Ego. For example: pride, selfishness that are difficult feelings to be overcome. However, in a 
regenerated worldeveryone does good, on the edge of their forces within the limit of Their 
possibilities.

For this reason, a regeneration planet trials still exist, however compared to the current earth will be
a paradise. But it will still be not a perfect world. However, we should think the notions of time and 
space in the spiritual world is different from ours. The transition is a lengthy process that began in 
the second half of the nineteenth century, where it was revealed by St. Augustine and in the book of 
spirits published in 1857. Soon after it was revealed by the spirit Emmanuel, affirming the year of 
2057. Then, according to these revelations, there will be a period of 200 years. For this, it is having 
all divine intervention, so that we do not destroy the planet.

https://allankardec.wordpress.com/2016/05/31/earth-a-planet-in-transition-i/


So, we have two types of cataclysms: The physical and moral, going key simultaneously. So this 
decline, of moral process that humanity comes through. But, as benefactors (spirits of light), say: 
we did not yet reached the bottom 
Of course there are many threats, but none will be fulfilled. Because there is a divine determination 
for it. There are even scientistsdoing terrible prognoses, such as water disappears from the planet 
generating wars and other disasters. .

However, this is not expected from what God intended with Jesus to Earth. So, let us not fear the 
future. Let us do our part in the present that the future will be better. With us or without us. If us, 
much better. If not with us, we will regret the missed opportunity.

There is a whole divine process coordinating everything. It seems that we are experiencing disasters
without pause. But in reality, we are experienced a chaotic phase.

The difference between catastrophe and chaos is as follows: For example a bomb being thrown, 
blow up our house is a catastrophe. But a reform of our house is a chaos. To learn more, please click
here: Reform of Earth. This reform of the planet is being very well prepared by universal architects. 
As tells the spirit Emmanuel, they are part of the team of Jesus from the formation of the earth. 
They are enlightened spirits who are coordinating everything. What is apparently catastrophic, is 
only a narrow and materialistic vision that we have.

However, the change is individual and collective. Every single change affects the collective, 
generating these alterations on the planet. 
So, do not allow the lamentations and despair be part of day-to-day, but rejoice at our new home! 
Let us help to reform it, having faith in coming days, giving the example of patience, and spreading 
peace and love we go through.

https://allankardec.wordpress.com/2016/06/01/earth-a-planet-in-transition-ii/


XIII Prophecy for 2019
Prophecy of the Medium Francisco Xavier:
Youtube: (subtitle in other languages)  https://youtu.be/4JxukHvGVzE

Book: Will not be in 2012

Original title in Portuguese: Nao será em 2012

Because of the seriousness of the matter, we want to bring the revelation made by the most 
important medium of human history, Francisco Cândido Xavier, Geraldo Lemos Neto, founder of 
the House of Chico Xavier, Pedro Leopoldo (MG), and  a Vinha de Luz Publisher, of Belo 
Horizonte (MG), Brazil in 1986, about the future that is reserved for the planet Earth and all its 
inhabitants in the coming years.

“After a heavenly meeting with other Christs, the goodness of Jesus decided to give a last chance to 
Terran community, one last moratorium on the present civilization on Earth. All karmic injunctions 
planned to happen at the end of the twentieth century were then suspended by the Mercy of God, so 
that our world had one last chance to moral progress.

The curious thing is that we will recognize in the Gospels and Revelation exactly this current period
we are living in, as the eleventh hour or the last hour, or even the call last minute. “” I asked him 
about what was then the deliberations of Jesus, and he replied: “Our Lord decided to grant a 
moratorium of 50 years of earthly society, to start on July 20, 1969, and thus ending the in July 
2019.

Jesus commanded, then, that his heavenly emissaries would engage more directly in the 
maintenance of peace among peoples and terrestrial nations, in order to collaborate so that we enter 
faster in the planetary community of the Solar System as a more regenerated world, at the end of 
that period. Some angelic powers of other orbs of our solar system feared the delay of the extra 
period, and it was then that Jesus, in his wisdom, decided to establish a condition for men and 
nations of the earth forefront. According to the imposition of Christ, the most developed nations and
leaders of the earth should learn to bear one another, respecting differences, refraining to launch a 
nuclear war of extermination.

The face of the earth should avoid at all costs the World War III. According to the resolution of the 
Christ, if and only if the earthly nations during this period of 50 years, learned the art of good living
and fraternity, avoiding nuclear destruction war, the terrestrial world was finally admitted to the 
planetary community of the Solar System as a world regeneration. None of us can predict the 
advances that will from that of July 2019, if we just know how to defend peace among our most 
developed and cultured nations! “

We will reach the solution to all social problems, as the solution to poverty and hunger will be 
extinct; we have the discovery of the cure of all diseases of the physical body by genetic 
manipulation on advances in medicine; the earthly man will have ample and full access to 
information and culture, which will more widespread; also our brothers from other more advanced 
planets have the express permission of Jesus to present themselves openly, collaborating with us 
and offering us new technologies, unimaginable to our current scientific stage of development; we 
shall make devices that facilitate the contact with the disembodied spheres, allowing our wistful 
conversation with loved ones who have departed to the afterlife; Finally we would be facing a new 
world, a new earth, a glorious stage of spiritualization and beauty to the fate of our planet.

• If humanity decides to follow the unfortunate way the Third World War, a nuclear war of 
unpredictable and disastrous consequencesthen Mother Earth, under the auspices of the 

https://youtu.be/4JxukHvGVzE


Greater Life, will react with unforeseen violence by our men of science. The man would 
start the War III, but who would end it would be the telluric forces of nature, the earth itself 
tired of human excesses, and then we would be faced with massive earthquakes; tsunamis 
and waves (tsunamis) consequential; we would see the explosion of volcanoes long extinct; 
we would face devastating thaws that overwhelm on the globe people with tragic results for 
coastal areas due to rising sea levels; and in this case, the volcanic ash associated with 
harmful nuclear radiation would eventually take totally uninhabitable throughout the 
Northern Hemisphere of our globe. * The 2004 tsunami in the sea and indicate in Japan in 
2011 are a very small demonstration, in relation of which could cause in the tectonic plates. 

Mount Paektu, Etna and Yellowstone will destroy millions of lives in minutes, in addition to cause 
an ice age on Earth. Mount Paektu, Etna and Yellowstone will destroy millions of lives in minutes, 
in addition to cause an ice age on Earth.
Gas pipeline and Fraquing around the world will assist the hellish scenario.

(…) Now, in case of the worst, with the northern hemisphere of the planet becoming uninhabitable, 
large migration flows would move to the Southern Hemisphere, where is Brazil, which would then 
be called more directly to play its Gospel homeland paper, exemplifying the love and renunciation, 
forgiveness and spiritual understanding towards migrants peoples.

The New Age of the Earth, in this case, it would take longer to arrive with all its splendor of 
scientific and moral achievements, because it would take a long period of rebuilding our nations and
societies, forced to reorganize in its most basic fundamentals. Our Brazil as we know it will be so 
disfigured and divided into four distinct nations. Only a quarter of our territory will remain with us 
and will remain the only Brazilian southeastern states added to Goiás and the Federal District.



Americans, Canadians and Mexicans will occupy the states of the North region of the country, in 
line with Colombia and Venezuela. Europeans will occupy the states of southern Brazil uniting 
them to Uruguay, Argentina and Chile. Asian, especially Chinese, Japanese and Korean, will occupy
our Midwest, in connection with Paraguay, Bolivia and Peru. And finally, the Brazilian Northeast 
states will be occupied by the Russians and Slavs. We can not forget that all this intricate process 
has its spiritual ancestry and we are forced to recognize that we have much to learn from the 
invaders.

Brazil will not have privileges and also suffer the effects of earthquakes and tsunamis, especially in 
coastal areas. It turns out, according to the medium, the impact here will be much lower compared 
to what is coming in the northern hemisphere of the planet.

We are not delivered to the fatality or predetermined suffering. We are at a crossroads of collective 
destiny that binds us to our planetary home, here on Earth. We have before us two ways to go. The 
path of love and wisdom will lead to faster collective spiritual ascent. The path of hatred and 
ignorance will lead us to broader spending centuries in reconstruction material and spiritual of our 
communities.

Everything will come according to our choices now, individual and collective. Let us pray a lot so 
that the Greater Life Benefactors continue to help us and encourage follow the path of Truth and 
Life and the leaders of the great powers eventually reach a peace agreement.

“The prophecies are revealed to men not to be met. They are actually a great spiritual 
warning to us we improve and move away from us the possibility of the worst way.” 
Emmanuel

XIV About Spiritism
Spiritism is the belief in the existence of nonphysical beings, or spirits, that inhabit a spirit world.

If you are looking for the term spiritism in the Internet, you will find an immediate connection with 
the sisters Margaret and Kate Fox and her parents in Hydesville in United States.

The Story of the Fox Sisters spread like fire in Europe and was like the ignition for the Curious and 
pastimes at the Societé of Paris in the 18th century.

However, the name Spiritism was given by Allan Kardec, after his first Codification, which is a 
triangle form of Religion, Philosophy and Science, which is based the belief for the existence of the 
soul and its survival after death.

In 1854 Kardec first heard through a friend about the phenomenon of advancing tables. At first he 
was skeptical, later he was persuaded to attend a meeting.

Unlike many others present, he was according to his observations of the opinion behind it might 
insert as yet unknown natural law and decided this question to get to the bottom.

Since he himself was not a medium, he put together a list of questions and started with several 
“mediums” to work together and could obtain the answer from different ghosts.

Basic of spiritism is the belief that the human Soul, after death, remains as Individum, with all his 
virtue and passion, depending on the degree of morality of mind.



This means that if I’m a drug addict or greed for money, when my body dies, I will stay the same as 
before.

Depending little I am interested in the material world, the more rapid and uncomplicated is the 
liberation of body and Soul

Who was Allan Kardec?
Hippolyte Léon Denizard Rivail, pseudonym Allan Kardec, was born in 1804 in Lyon and died on 
31 March 1869 an aneurysm in Paris.

Kardec studied with Pestalozzi, which stimulates the natural sense of observation and promotes the 
ability to think.

As a 18-year-old he was already master of science and literature and since the age of 20 a renowned
author of didactic books. In 1828 he bought in Paris an educational institution for boys and taught 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy and human biology.

The Gospel in the light of Spiritism (1864) was the first religious book, takes life on other planets.

The Book of Spirits was publicated in 1857 and includes 1019 questions and answers regarding 
Kardec considers under different nature of the spirit, the spirit world, the relationship between the 
spirit world and the earthly world.

Later followed with the book of the mediums, Heaven and Hell, the Genesis and four other books.

Léon Denis
Born on 01 January 1843 in Lorraine and died on April 12, 1927 in Tours, France, has continued the
work of Kardec and spread the study of teaching and the spiritism movement in France and around 
the world.

He also led research on mediumship.

He has deepened in the moral aspect of spiritism. His first great work was published in 1890 under 
the title “apres la mort” (After the death)

The first part of the book deals with the great religions of the ancient world. In the second part 
about the spiritualistic philosophy and the third and fourth parts of the invisible world and its impact
on the underground world discuss. The fifth, “The Right Way” is about morality.

The three aspects of the spiritist doctrine are: Science, philosophy and religion. Whenever we 
approach the doctrine, it is not possible to treat one subject without linking these aspects.

The religious aspect is based on the return of early Christianity, in which is stated in Matthew 
chapter 10. The gospel in all its simplicity, pure Christianity, simple, without dogmas. The direct 
connection of man with God, without rituals or instruments, ceremonies, ornaments, special 
clothing, or articles of faith.
Therefore, these instruments are not part of the spiritist doctrine. We have no pastors or priests, or 
special ceremonies or baptism, confirmations. Anyway, for us, we can connect directly with God, 
without ritualistic and any similarity in this respect. The religious structure is simple and direct 
connection with God is established. *(through charity, prayer, contemplation and meditation)
In the scientific aspect, we use all the concepts of official science. We use all the resources that 
science can offer us, to give support to our thesis, bringing to mind that Allan Kardec the encoder 
did not create the spiritist doctrine. The spiritist doctrine was sent to us through the superior spirits. 
Allan Kardec only systematized the entire information, organizing the basic works of the spiritist 



doctrine.
 
Allan Kardec made it clear that we were going to walk side by side with science, called official. 
However, we should not stop us at the point where the science would stop. Because science retains 
in some spots, awaiting necessary instrumentation to give evidence to their theses. While tools for  
evidence of theories are not yet created, we link ourselves to the principle of scientific empiricism.
Scientific empiricism is that system, in which we follow the deduction, by logic, the consequences, 
the observations, the cause and effect.
So, while we have no resources, sufficient technology to prove, we are left with the aspect of cause 
and effect.

An important instruction left by Allan Kardec: ". If there comes a time that science prove that we 
are wrong at some point, we abandoned that point and we get the conclusions of science" This is 
wonderful because we do not run the risk of staying on the sidelines of the scientific and 
technological evolution process.
 

XV . Last Words
About me: My name is Aparecida Teodoro, 40 years old,
Brazilian-German, teacher of Yoga, Ayurveda therapist  and
medium sensitive.  

I do not belong to any political party nor to any religious
institution of this planet. The community I belong is a 

myriad of embodied and disembodied beings, in which 

Jesus is the commander. The governor of the planet Earth.

Since child I am a medium, however I had never accepted 
the phenomenon. Being born in a Catholic family and
afterward becoming a Baptist, I always denied the possibility
of communication with the dead, until a few years ago, in
which I found myself on the verge of death.
Since then I started to study the phenomena, discovering a world I never would have imagined.
My first book, telling my experiences with the invisible world, was published in 2015 in German 
Language: "When death knocked on my door" 



“The main lesson of the Cuban crisis is: A combination of human error and the atomic bomb 
will destroy a whole nation.
Is it correct that there are 7,500 nuclear warheads, in which 2,500 within 15 minutes, through 
a decision of a single person can be discharged? 
I think the man has to think more about about death and conflict.” 
Robert McNamara (1916 – 2009) former Secretary of Defense in the USA
Documentary “The Fog of War” Youtube: https://youtu.be/ze8P-KAt3bc   

The world is in your hands. Make good use of your intelligence and moral sense, working in favor 
of Earth community.  

For more information, or if you have any question, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank you for reading. Thank you for your help.

Yours faithfully,
Aparecida Teodoro 
Email: apostle-paul-friends@gmx.de

Blogs:
https://lavidaleben.wordpress.com/
https://allankardec.wordpress.com/
https://theodora500quotes.wordpress.com/
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